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rship Act (JTPA) for adult
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ed were JTPA for youths

ominently in the profile
o 65.4 percent of partic-
ducation. Programs de-
 to achieve the goals set
grams often have no ef-
 statistically significant,
 to improve the welfare
workers and three primary categories of program recipi-
ents: poor single parents, disadvantaged adults, and out-of-
school disadvantaged youth.

There are four primary approaches to assisting these
target groups: (1) job search (including help with résumés
and interviews); (2) short-term training (3 to 6 months of vo-
cational classroom instruction or community work experi-
ence); (3) long-term training (including adult basic
education, general equivalency diploma, ESL, or post-sec-
ondary schooling); (4) subsidized employment. Most pro-
grams have an integrated program design, utilizing two or
more of these employment strategies for participants.

To measure the relative success of training, the prima-
ry achievement goals for adult programs are:

school youth,” the programs analyz
and the Job Corps.

Summary of adult programs

Poor single parents
A lack of basic education figured pr
of the participants as 41.3 percent t
ipants had less than 12 years of e
signed to target single parents failed
out by program administrators. Pro
fects and, even when outcomes are
the impact is not substantive enough
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whether education and trainingto enhance human capital
should come primarily from government-sponsored training,
from private-sector training, or from the public or private
school systems.

Are government-sponsored training 
programs working?

The United States began a massive investment in govern-
ment-sponsored training programs decades ago and, after
30 years, billions of dollars have been spent on thousands
of local job training programs. A growing body of experi-
mental research overwhelmingly suggests that “active” la-
bour-market training programs do not improve the
prospects in the workplace for workers with low skill levels
and little education. This analysis primarily considers so-
called “welfare-to-work” programs targeting disadvantaged

• increased average earning
• increased employment rat
• reduced incidence of AFD
• reduced level of AFDC pay
In the case of the Job Trainin

performance measures include incr
pletion or General Equivalency Diplo
duced Food Stamps benefits.

The programs analyzed unde
single parents” are Florida Project In
JOBS, Baltimore Options, California G
pendence (GAIN), Riverside (GAIN) a
Work Initiative Model (SWIM). In th
taged adults,” the programs analyze
er Avenues to Indepevndence (GAI
Diego Saturation Work Initiative Mo
Chance, and the Job Training Partne
men and women. In the category o
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of recipients. Earnings were increased a maximum of
US$19.96 per week and a minimum of US$2.18 per week,
a
c
a
r
r

largest reduction in AFDC payments was only US$12.71 per
week; there was no effect in two programs. In summary,

ving the
enditure

r the pro-
nt per ex-

tal costE

26.5

$1.4 

$2.3 

87.4 

15.8 

$2.5 
A source: tables 4 and 5
B experimental participants (control)
C per week; compared to control
D in percentage points
E $millions; total cost of program = total cost per experimental participant ¥ the number of participants
F not statistically significant
G across 6 counties

Riverside GAIN 4,568 (1,058) 49.6% +$19.96 +13.6 –5.2G –$12.71

San Diego SWIM 1,605 (1,605) 43.9% +$7.98 +7.1 no effect –$7.07
nd the largest increase in employment was only 13.6 per-
entage points; in one program there was no positive impact
t all. In half the cases, these mandatory programs did not
esult in reductions in AFDC receipt but, when they did, the
eduction ranged from 1.1 to 5.2 percentage points. The

these programs have virtually no effect in im
prospects for most participants. The public 
ranged from US$1.4 million to US$87.3 million
gram, and between US$689 and US$4,895 was s
perimental group member (table 1).

Table 1 Performance indicators: programs for poor single parentsA

Program Sample sizeB Percent with <12 
years of education

EarningsC EmploymentD AFDC receiptD AFDC paymentsC

FPI 13,509 (4,724) 41.9% +$2.18 +2.5 –1.1 –$2.55

Baltimore Options 1,362 (1,395) 56.5% +$7.58 no effectF no effect no effect

Ohio Work Choice 2,601 (1,664) 43.3% +$2.27 +3.4 no effect no effect

California GAIN 17,852 (5,164) 41.3%–65.4%G +$9.06 +5.9 –3.0I –$6.17
pro
exp
 fo
pe

To

$

$

$



ximum of US$13.23,
. The voluntary JTPA
amps or AFDC pay-
h school or receipt

oints.
, government-spon-
he goals set out for
duals out of poverty
tter off than if they
 all. The public costs
ver, ranged from
costs ranging from

ymentsC Total costE

49 $27.7

23 $5.2

54 $0.9

ffect $22.3
A information in this table is derived from tables 6, 7 and 8
B experimental participants (control)

years of education

C per week; compared to control
D in percentage points
E $ millions

California GAIN 7,039 (3,212 ) 51.1% – 82.9%F

F across 6 counties

+$7.12 +6.4 no effect

Riverside GAIN 1,666 (741) 57.4% +$9.65 +7.8 no effect –

San Diego SWIM 686 (655 53.0% +$4.08 +4.0 no effect

Ohio JOBS 7,860 (1,314) 44.2% no effect +4.3 no effect
6
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Disadvantaged adults
Many of those in this category also lacked basic education:
27.9 percent to 82.9 percent of participants had less than 12
years of education. Programs for disadvantaged adults con-
sistently failed to meet the objectives of their designers.
When evaluated, the achievements of these programs were
consistently poor: outcomes are often not statistically signif-
icant and, when significant, they are modest at best. Earn-
ings increased a maximum of US$9.65 per week but did not
increase at all in one program. The largest increase in em-
ployment was 7.8 percentage points and the lowest was 4.0
percentage points. The mandatory programs, GAIN, SWIM,
and Ohio JOBS, all failed to reduce the incidence of AFDC re-

ceipt and AFDC payments only fell a
and did not decline at all in one prog
program did not reduce either Foo
ments. JTPA increased completion o
of GED by only 7.9 to 11.6 percenta

Regardless of the approach t
sored programs cannot accomplish 
them. Training clearly does not lift in
nor does it render them substantial
had never participated in the progra
per experimental participant, h
US$1,256 to US$3,789, with progr
$0.9 million to $27.7 million (table 2

Table 2 Performance indicators: programs for disadvantaged adultsA

Program Sample sizeB Percent with <12 EarningsC EmploymentD AFDC receipt AFD
 ma
ram
d St
f hig
ge p
aken
all t
divi

ly be
m at
owe
am 
).

C pa

–$7.

$13.

–$7.

no e
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Summary of youth programs

O
L
i
f
y

r
c
o
t
v
p
p
t

tional training. The public costs ranged from US$2,717 to
US$15,300 per participant or US$2.3 million to US$993 mil-

 govern-
ilure. In
 be well
ffective
tral rea-
 do not
because
nsate for
ficult to

uthsA

al costE

8.8

5.3

4.9

3.2
A information in this table is derived from tables 9 and 10
B experimental participants (control)
C per week; compared to control

receiptD

D in percentage points
E $ milions

Women 4,088 (2,014) 27.9% +$9.05 +11.6 no effect no effect

Men 3,399 (1,703) 30.7% +$7.52 +7.9 no effect +$0.77

Female youths 1,807 (850) 48.4% no effect +7.7 no effect no effect

Male youths 1,121 (583) 57.2% no effect no effect no effect no effect
ut-of-school youth
ow levels of education and skills are common among partic-
pants, with 48.4 percent or more having failed to graduate
rom high school. Programs designed for disadvantaged
outh also fail to achieve their goals.

JTPA registered no positive outcome for earnings, no
eduction in Food Stamps or AFDC payments, and no edu-
ational achievement for male youths. The only positive
utcome was a 7.7 percent increase in high-school gradua-
ion or GED receipt by female youth. These programs had
irtually no positive effect on the economic prospects of
articipants. Although Job Corps was not evaluated with
erfomance measures, note that 64 percent of students left
he program without completing even the mandatory voca-

lion in total (table 3).

General lessons

The evidence from the United States suggests 
ment-sponsored training programs have been 
light of this evidence, Canadian policy makers w
advised not to invest vast sums of tax dollars i
programs. The long-run solution addresses the
son why government-sponsored training progr
work. Programs focusing upon human capital 
there is little—if anything—that can be done to co
neglecting the first twelve years of schooling. It is

Table 3 Performance indicators: JTPA programs for disadvantaged adults and disadvantaged, out-of-schoo

Program Sample sizeB Percent with <12 

years of education

EarningsC High-school 

graduation/GED 

Food-stamp 

payments

AFDC paymentsC
that
a fa
ould
n ine
 cen
ams
fail 
mpe
 dif

l yo

Tot

$

$

$

$



sed on market require-
kills relevant the leading

 to innovate and the re-
 that allocates funds di-

 proliferation of compet-
 of teachers and parents
nsive to market require-
ve to demonstrate effec-

ore, that competition in
perior outcomes.

pares the public costs of
on and comes up with
1994/95 school year, the
 US$6,857. The average
 was only US$3,116, less
he authors of the study
elementary and second-
,500 or less for tuition.
s US$3,000 per student,
 in education as schools
d improve.
chers and principals will
 higher incomes for their
 fail to produce success-
 allow parents to choose
 and private, and, if they
with the necessary skills.
Some critics suggest simply that more money should

be allocated to education. In fact, Canadians have been pour-
ing ever increasing amounts of tax money into education,
spending more in total and per student. Canada’s school cri-
sis is not one of insufficient expenditures per pupil. Rather,
the crisis is due to school structure, since schools are orga-
nized according to a bureaucratic and monopolistic model
that does not benefit students.

Moreover, not all education and training is useful to
students. Training and education in obsolete skills and occu-
pations will make very small—if any—contributions to
growth. To garner international advantages, labour must
have skills that are scarce relative to the world supply. Edu-

some with surprising results. In the 
average public costs per pupil were
tuition cost per private-school pupil
than half the public school costs. T
found that 67 percent of all private 
ary schools surveyed charge US$2
Thus, a voucher system that provide
per year would trigger a revolution
are forced to compete, innovate, an

In such a market structure, tea
be rewarded with more students and
success and suffer the reverse, if they
ful students. A voucher system would
from a variety of schools, both public
8
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improve the employment opportunities for those with low
levels of education and skills. Thus, the long-run solution is
to ensure that students acquire the appropriate level of
skills and education early in life. Such a policy approach is
critical to the success of individuals in the workplace.

Is the public education system turning out 
workers unprepared for the workforce?

Literacy in Canada
Despite a sizeable investment in public schools, an alarming
number of students drop out before graduating from high
school. The capacity of firms and labour markets to adjust
to change, to innovate, and to improve productivity de-
pends upon the knowledge and skills of the population. Dif-
ferent literacy indicators suggest that public education is
failing to equip a large proportion of Canadian students

cational investments should be ba
ments and must be investments in s
edge of development.

A possible solution: 
vouchers and charter schools

Schools must be given the freedom
quirement to do so. A voucher system
rectly to students will encourage the
itive schools with boards composed
that set the curriculum and are respo
ments. To get funding, schools will ha
tiveness. The expectation is, theref
the education system will produce su

A recent American study com
education and private school tuiti
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were wished to do so, to combine the voucher with addition-
al personal income to pay for schools of higher calibre. Such
a the educa-
t parents to
t ould also
f ng.

for educa-
t  good: ed-
u tomers in
o et mecha-
n ice, lower
c

Conclusion

The evidence suggests that intervening in the later stages,
i.e. after a student has dropped out of school, is not a suc-
cessful strategy. A child who does not have the skills to read
and write, add and subtract, or think logically and creatively
will not be able to compete in the twenty-first century. Cre-
ating a culture of lifelong learning is not easy but ensuring
that students have the proper foundation of skills is pivotal
to developing a national comparative advantage. Therefore,
we should begin by changing the incentives facing the public
school system and demanding better performance.
 system would give more choice to individuals in 
ion of their children. The increased demand on 
ake a more active role in educating their children w
acilitate the creation of a culture of lifelong learni

In one very important respect, the market 
ion would be identical to the market for any other
cational entrepreneurs would have to satisfy cus
rder to survive. There is a need for greater mark
isms in education that will result in greater cho
osts, and better results.
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le to develop policies that will alleviate some
al hardships. Clearly, the solution lies in hav-

d and productive workforce that can adapt
ing economic conditions. If Canada hopes to
en to maintain—the current standard of liv-
 high-technology economy, human capital

 centre of a coherent economic strategy. We
mine whether education and training to en-

(2) Is the private sector spendi
training and should industry b
ployee training?

(3) Is the public education syste
who are not ready for the wo
trators need to revitalize edu

Objectives of the study

Government-sponsored training pro
the panacea for improving prospec
he right questions

nd the consequent restructuring of the econ-
formidable challenge to public policy. In the
omparative advantage have occured slowly

 and firms have been able to adapt readily. To-
ts in comparative advantage can occur very
ividuals and firms that are able to adapt rap-
of change will end up on top of the economic
conomy changes, some jobs will become ob-
rs will be created. The notion of having the
e is no longer appropriate and workers will

hance human capital should come
ment-sponsored training, from pri
from the public or private school sy

To this end, three fundamen
guide the formation of educational 

(1) Are government-sponsored 
cessful and should public-se
grams continue to move from
“active” training?
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disadvantaged workers. It is assumed that individuals are un-
employed because they do not possess marketable skills and
t
u
j
t
B
M
a
(
1
l
s
e
v
c
(

p
t
a
g
s
t
d
d
l
c
a
o
S
t

Changing dynamics of the 
Canadian labour market

ce and how
o long-term
ns have sur-
ion. The de-
the printing
t immeasur-
rmation and
ssive chang-
1990).
gnation the-
quence, per-
ness to save
5–66). In the
ying jobs for
med for cre-
my-wide ad-

re once again
itself. (Rifkin
6: 54–64.)
er, be doubt-

ada the total
n in 1985 to
ce 1996: 59).

d more jobs
 to suggest
be different.
rowing body of experimental research on the effects of
uch initiatives is accumulating and a thorough examina-
ion of these results forms the bulk of this study. The evi-
ence shows that “active” labour-market training programs
o not improve the workplace prospects for workers with

ow skill levels and little education. It is clear from Ameri-
an program evaluations that government can do little, if
nything, to alter the effect of neglecting the first 12 years
f schooling. Learning from the failures in the United
tates, Canadian provinces can avoid a similar misalloca-
ion of funds.

1995; for an examination of Rifkin, see Bloor 199
These predictions of disaster can, howev

ed; consider the facts.

(1) Job creation has not come to a halt: in Can
number of jobs increased from 11.7 millio
13.5 million in 1995 (Canada, Dept. of Finan

(2) In the past each new technology create
than it destroyed. There is no evidence
that computer technology will somehow 
hat, by providing education, training, or retraining, individ-
als can be given the relevant skills so that they can find

obs. British Columbia has developed an extensive youth
raining component as a part of BC Benefits (administrator of
C Benefits, Youth Works, personal communication with
.D. Smith, December 1996). The province of Alberta has

lso embarked upon training programs for welfare recipients
Alberta, Ministry of Family and Social Services 1993; Mihlar
995). It is reasonable to expect that other provinces will fol-

ow suit. It is also reasonable to expect that “active” mea-
ures will employ an integrated approach supplying not only
ducation and training but also welfare, health care, and a
ariety of “well-being” social services ranging from nutrition
ounseling to legal advice to substance-abuse treatment
Courchene 1995: 73).

The United States began a massive investment in
rograms of this type decades ago and, after 30 years,
housands of local job training programs have been created
nd billions of dollars have been spent (Wilson 1995). A

Technological change—changing what we produ
we produce it—is the most critical element t
economic growth. From the earliest times, huma
vived and grown through innovation and invent
velopment of writing, followed much later by 
press, caused short-term economic upheaval, bu
able long-term benefits. Today, expansion in info
computer technology has likewise triggered ma
es in the prevailing economic structure (Mokyr 

In the 1930s promoters of the “secular sta
sis” argued that ideas had dried up and, as a conse
manent depression would result as the willing
outpaced the willingness to invest (Lipsey 1996: 6
1960s it was argued that technology was destro
the unskilled but in the 1980s technology was bla
ating too many low-skill, low-paying jobs. Econo
justment is currently underway and doomsayers a
predicting disaster, this time the end of work 
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s: 

and transport costs no
r, products can be made
are the lowest. The pol-
s environment that will
ate jobs. It is becoming
igher savings rates are
ons for strong econom-
solve the structural la-

 firms from hiring new
986; Daly and MacCha-
ply, training programs
ot serve the goal of la-
ning programs are ex-

ket, wages will equate
ment, all things being

averaged 10 percent un-
rous public policy deci-
of wages and inflate the
nada 1996a: 15).

s above the equilibrium
ber of people willing to
particularly the United States, will induce firms to locate
their businesses outside of Canada (Gunderson 1992). The
reality is that foreign and Canadian investors will invest in
more “business friendly” jurisdictions. A lack of investment
will lead to suppressed levels of economic growth, employ-
ment growth, and standard of living gains. The only mea-
sure than can increase per capita wealth is higher per capita
productivity (Gwartney and Stroup 1993: 13–19). Productiv-
ity gains can only be realized through technological innova-
tion coupled with a highly skilled labour force.

The relevant policy question is, how should Canadian
economic and social policy be adjusted so as to benefit from
the opportunities afforded by technological change? In oth-
er words, how can Canada maximize the economic benefits

employees (Gruebel and Bonnici 1
rles 1986; OECD 1996). Quite sim
without labour force mobility will n
bour market adaptability that trai
pected to facilitate.

In a competitive labour mar
supply and demand at full employ
equal. In the real world, Canada has 
employment in part because nume
sions impair the free determination 
cost of labour (Canada, Statistics Ca

(1) Minimum wage laws set wage
level, which increases the num
12
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(3) The growth that accompanies technological change is
a boon to future generations. For example, economic
growth of just 3 percent has the effect of increasing
national income 20-fold in a century (Lipsey 1996: 4).

If past history is any guide, we should embrace tech-
nological change since it has improved our standard of living
(Rosenburg and Birdzell 1986). Canada’s small open econo-
my is dependent on trade, with an export-to-GDP ratio of
about 38 percent (IMF 1995). Indeed, Canada’s trade perfor-
mance has been a significant factor in sustaining economic
growth since 1988 (Mihlar 1996). Thus, Canada cannot, and
should not, insulate itself from these global changes.

Canadian industry faces heavy competition for in-
vestment capital and skilled labour, which are increasingly
mobile as transportation and communication costs fall.
Government economic and social policies that impose
greater costs than those adopted by our trading partners,

that arise from the changing econo
the current economic and social po
labour force adaptability and mobili
in general?

Misguided policy intervention
the labour market

Globalization means that distance 
longer protect local markets, rathe
anywhere in the world where costs 
icy challenge is to create a busines
encourage the private sector to cre
clear that low interest rates and h
necessary but not sufficient conditi
ic growth. Government needs to re
bour market rigidities that inhibit
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work but decreases the number of workers employers
are willing to hire (Ernst & Young 1995).

p
h
b
r
T
t
t
r
l
s

see Law and Mihlar 1996.) Empirical evidence suggests that
nations with the most flexible labour markets adapt quickly

vels of eco-

e. But while
ions, the im-
t generation.
s of extreme
t of workers.
terests in the
ge.
ow interests
novate, sub-
ic decision-

tructure of a
mpromising
iness invest-
s, see Lipsey
 a myriad of
estricted in-
wer levels of
mes.

ry

the greatest
ly expanding
 capital by

ely educated
ntury global
An economy in a state of flux cannot produce at its full
otential until the economy’s facilitating policy structures
ave been altered: that means flexibility. Regulations have to
e adaptable and streamlined. Employees need flexible work
elations, including working out of home and flexible hours.
he tax regime has to be competitive. Furthermore, domes-
ic and foreign direct investment must be encouraged; con-
inued privatization of government business enterprises will
ecognize that innovation is best left in private hands; devo-
ution of power to local jurisdictions will ensure more re-
ponsive government. (For more detail on policy directions,

human capital, low productivity, and stifled inco

Evidence supporting human capital theo

Apart from economy-wide structural changes, 
challenge facing Canada is the necessity of great
its investment in the development of human
means of education and training. An appropriat
populace is critical to success in the 21st ce
economy (Reich 1992).
(2) Forced union membership undermines the bargaining
power of employers and likewise inflates wages with
similar consequences. Monopoly union power can
also be mobilized to resist innovation, impairing a
firm’s competitiveness and ultimately eroding profits
(Addison and Wagner 1996: 756–76; Long 1996: 691–
703; Hirsh 1990).

(3) Employment equity legislation exercises power over a
firm’s hiring decisions, imposes costly administrative
burdens and also interferes with the ability of a firm
to adapt in the face of technological change (Burns
and Mihlar 1995).

(4) High and increasing payroll taxes for EI and CPP pre-
miums discourage the hiring of additional employees
(Parker 1995).

to technological change and experience high le
nomic growth and job creation (OECD 1996).

The key is to understand and accept chang
the benefits of growth accrue to future generat
mediate pain of change is confined to the presen
Technological innovation takes place in condition
uncertainty, which leads to resistance on the par
In addition, firms or organizations with vested in
status quo invariably oppose much needed chan

Government could easily pander to narr
and halt the process. By making it difficult to in
stituting political decision-making for econom
making, removing the profit or loss incentive s
free market, curtailing economic freedom and co
the rule of law, a government can discourage bus
ment and growth. (For a discussion of these idea
1996.) But thwarting advancement would invite
negative economic consequences, especially r
vestment in education and training leading to lo
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by comparing graduate
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ut can expect his earn-
 over his career, and the
 $217,040 lower.4 Thus,
ation yields a social re-
t respectively for males

th other studies. Private
through legislating and enforcing attendance but also
through direct subsidization, teacher salaries, and provision
of equipment and buildings.

However, some investments are simply not good in-
vestments: if you borrow at 8 percent and only have a return
of 5 percent, it is not a very sensible strategy. Private returns
must show that income increases exceed upfront costs where-
as social returns must show that the full value of pre-tax in-
come generated by the investment outweighs the cost of
education subsidies to taxpayers. Typically the benchmark for
determining a prudent investment is 12 percent for individu-
als—comparable to a market return on investment capital—
and 7 percent for government—a comparable return on in-
vestment in physical capital (Constantos and West 1991: 127).

return to primary education of 11.1
secondary school education of 7.45 p
7 percent criteria for government in
rates of return to primary and secon
calculated in this study, a 1992 paper
vate returns to secondary school 
workplace performance with prospe
1992). The results are dramatic.

In 1996 dollars, a male dropo
ings to be a total of $261,665 lower
earnings of a female dropout will be
an investment in education to gradu
turn of 10.3 percent and 8.9 percen
and females, which is consistent wi
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Today, new skills are being demanded and old skills
are being rendered obsolete at a remarkable rate. In order to
keep pace, education and skills must be revitalized almost
continually and, for this to occur, literacy and numeracy skills
are critical. Kindergarten to grade 12 education, therefore,
has an important role to play in creating the conditions for
lifelong learning. 

The human capital approach regards education as a
form of investment. It assumes that wage rates reflect differ-
ences in the marginal productivities of workers. Thus, invest-
ing in one’s education or skills will increase individual
productivity, in turn leading to increased wages. As with any
investment, decisions to invest in education and training are
based largely on the associated returns or formally, the ratio
of costs to the present value of a stream of future benefits.
The personal investment is measured by the cost of books,
tuition, fees, and the opportunity costs of earnings “lost”
while in school. Governments also invest in education

Several studies have measure
returns to university, secondary, and
vate returns to university education
percent, while social returns are bet
These results are generally consiste
body of research.1 Since private retu
cial returns, this suggests that tuiti
reducing enrollment significantly. In
suggest that university education sh
universally.2 The low end of the ran
ment suggests that, in some cases, in
ucation may not always pay of
established benchmarks.

Primary and secondary educa
are typically sound investments. In 
and West, even the most conservativ
differences in income due to native ab
costs of raising additional governmen
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returns are immense at 41.3 percent for males and 47.7 per-
cent for females, far surpassing the 12 percent benchmark for
p

ent in edu-
c  returns for
e chool grad-
u training lat-
e -the-job. In
t reat deal of
e ily available
a 02.). In to-
d e 12 is the
m y failing to

continue to acquire new skills, individuals may be restrict-
ing themselves to the lowest level of earnings (more on this
in the final section).

Canadian governments are increasingly allocating
monies into government-sponsored training programs or
“second-chance” programs (Lafleur 1992: 100) for high-
school dropouts and those with low educational attain-
ment. With ever decreasing budgets, governments must
justify their expenditures. Does a government investment
in education and training for such disadvantaged workers
provide similarly high returns? If not, do they at least pass
the criterion of a 7 percent return for a sensible govern-
ment investment?
rivate investment.
There can be no question that an investm

ation to grade 12 graduation represents high
ach dollar spent. But the importance of high-s
ation is in preparing a student to benefit from 
r on—whether in college or university or on
he past, “blue-collar” jobs did not require a g
ducation or training and these jobs were read
t competitive wages (Betcherman 1995: 70–1
ay’s changing labour market, however, grad
inimum a student will require to succeed. B
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Legal framework

In the United States, go
gan with the Manpowe
TA). This was followed
and Training Act (CETA),
Training Partnership Ac
grams that assisted wor
to changing labour mar
ever, new programs hav
taged and previously de
to serve disadvantaged
Work Incentive (WIN) pr
geting job-ready welfare
Act was enacted in 1988
gram.6 JOBS further exp

The legislative ch
• training for d

pations to me
and reduced 
). All three were voluntary pro-
displaced from employment due
nditions. Since the 1960s, how-

n aimed at the poor or disadvan-
 programs have been reoriented
le.5 Throughout the 1980s, the
 was a mandatory program tar-

ients. When the Family Support
 was replaced with the JOBS pro-
d the welfare-to-work initiative.
 resulted in a two-fold mandate:
d workers in labour-short occu-
als of increased national output
ployment

1960s, participants were primari
above, white, heads of households
pletion and experience in the labo
Today’s programs are aimed prima
to 34, white, single heads of hous
ther high-school completion nor e
the labour market.

Displaced workers face challen
of disadvantaged workers. They expe
finding new jobs that pay wages clos
their previous employment and the
than disadvantaged workers. Program
ed to target this group; these include
Self-Employment Assistance Program
t-sponsored training programs wor
the United States

ent involvement in training be-
elopment and Training Act (MD-
e Comprehensive Employment
 was replaced in 1982 by the Job

• training the disadvantaged
income maintenance pro
burdens on specific disad
unemployed.

The demographic profile of p
dramatically since this new focus w
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Bonus programs.9 Unfortunately, rigorous evaluations10 for
short-term and long-term training programs for displaced
w
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Out-of-school disadvantaged youth
Out-of-school disadvantaged youth, aged 16 to 21, are tar-

l after drop-
our market

these target
rm training,
ith rigorous

utilizing two
ticipants.

 be indepen-
Job Club is a
ek course in
é, and filling
t in personal
nts in the at-
 workplace.

nths of class-
 Experience

logy, barber-
puter skills.
hich sets a

re.) Program
ts to acquire
er-skilled and under-educated.

isadvantaged adults
isadvantaged adults with children receive benefits under
id to Families with Dependent Children Unemployed Parent

AFDC-U). They are often displaced workers who are unem-
loyed and disadvantaged but also have a sketchy work his-
ory and ineligibility for unemployment insurance benefits
nd training programs due to this lack of work experience.
ingle parents with older children who do not require child-
are assistance may also fall into this category.

interviews. Job Readiness Training trains participa
titudes and behaviours needed to succeed in the

Short-term training
Short-term training can either be three to six mo
room instruction or of unpaid Community Work
(CWEP). Common coursework includes cosmeto
ing, truck driving, secretarial skills, and com
(CWEP must be distinguished from workfare, w
work requirment for individuals receiving welfa
designers intended that CWEP allow participan
orkers have not been performed.11 This Critical Issues Bul-
etin, therefore, primarily considers “welfare-to-work” pro-
rams targeting disadvantaged workers since there are
igorous evaluations for these programs.

ategories of recipients

here are three primary categories of disadvantaged recipi-
nts: poor single parents, disadvantaged adults, and out-of-
chool disadvantaged youth.12

oor single parents
oor single parents, mostly female, receive benefits under
id to Families with Dependent Children,13 Family Group

AFDC-FG). Single parents require special assistance to enter
he workforce with additional programs such as child care
nd other support services. Earnings prospects for female
ingle parents are particularly poor since they are often un-

geted to encourage either their return to schoo
ping out or to assist in increasing their lab
prospects through training.

Methods used in the programs

There are four primary approaches to assisting 
groups: job search, short-term training, long-te
and subsidized employment. Most programs w
evaluations have an integrated program design 
or more of these employment strategies for par

Job search
Job search is the least expensive approach. It can
dent and unsupervised, or guided by an advisor. 
related approach that provides a two-to-three we
goal-setting, looking for a job, preparing a résum
out applications, as well as instruction on conduc
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 single parents with chil-
cal program participant
 32, job ready, and had
er 6 years; 41.4 percent
her high-school gradua-
2).

ob search, with more ex-
erved for those consid-
Programs for poor single pa

Florida Project Independence (FPI)

Objective and target group
Florida Project Independence (see Kemple, Fr
Vellerath 1995) was designed to increase
group members’ self-sufficiency and produc
savings through diminished public-assistance 
period of July 1990 to August 1991, 18,237 pa
randomly assigned to either an experimenta
group. For those assigned to the experimen
18
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skills in a non-profit organization. However, p
pants and caseworkers have reported their be
is merely a way to “work off ” the grant.14 Thi
ers CWEP in the spirit of the program design
that is, to allow participants to acquire workp

Long-term training
Long-term training embodies several program
Education (ABE) teaches basic literacy and n
General Equivalency Diploma (GED) provides 
credential, though not equivalent instructio
school diploma. This is an important distinc
those with GED have better workplace prosp
school dropouts but inferior prospects tha
graduates. GED is more important as a cred
participants to pursue higher education. Engli
ram part
f that CW
udy cons
’ intentio
e skills.

 Adult Ba
eracy sk
 equival

 to a hi
n. Typic
s than hi
high-sch
ial to all
as a Seco

nts

lander, a
xperimen
overnm
ts. Over 
ipants w
r a cont
 group, 
program was mandatory for all state
dren age three or over.15 The typi
was female, English-speaking, aged
children with the youngest child ov
of the participants did not have eit
tion or GED (Kemple et al. 1995: 31–

Description
The program emphasized low-cost j
pensive education and training res
Language (ESL) is aimed at individua
working understanding of English. 
gram can include general post-seco
cific (vocational) training. A four-ye
general post-secondary program.

Subsidized employment
Subsidized employment is when the
partial subsidy to a private sector em
a disadvantaged worker. Although 
term or long-term employment is of
it may sometimes include public s
the-job training (OJT) is also subsidiz
er, the employer is under no obligat
After the period of subsidized emp
may be followed by assisted job sea
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ered least able to find work on their own. There were two
service tracks: one for those in the experimental group who
w
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load and hiring freezes prevented case managers from pro-
viding a consistent level of case management. Also, some

in the exper-
ting in inde-
s—and this
ram to be

ant sanction
ment or em-
wever, seek

 a list of non-
rmore, child
nd they re-
id, and Food
was $1,074

 in the con-
 year period
ed earnings
ce remained
ceived an av-
s (Kemple et

ormance by
xperimental

dest at best,
ngs, employ-
ee table 4).
To enforce the mandatory participation, those not par-
icipating in some employment-related activity could have
heir monthly AFDC benefits reduced. By the end of the sec-
nd year, 63.9 percent of participants, compared to 40.1 per-
ent of those in the control group, had participated in at least
ne employment-related activity (Kemple et al. 1995: 51–54).

esults
n evaluating the results, some external factors should be
onsidered. There was a dramatic expansion of in the AFDC
aseload over the period in question. This increased case-

amounted to only $2,770.  Welfare dependen
high: 89.5 percent of control-group members re
erage of $4,293 in AFDC benefits over two year
al. 1995: 94).

Experimental Group

FPI was designed to improve this dismal perf
spending an extra $888 on members of the e
group.17 However, program outcomes were mo
with very small positive impacts on average earni
ment rates, AFDC receipt and AFDC payments (s
ere considered job ready and another for those who were
onsidered not job ready.

Those considered job-ready had completed grade 10
nd had been employed for 12 of the previous 36 months.
hey began an unsupervised 2-week job search in which they
ad to document contacts with at least 12 potential employ-
rs. If this was unsuccessful, they participated in Job Club
raining followed by an extended independent job search of
 to 6 weeks.

Those considered not job ready had not completed
rade 10 and had been employed fewer than 12 months in the
revious 36. It also included job-ready participants who were
till unemployed after their second job search. They began
ith a formal assessment that tested for basic literacy and

hey discussed career interests and developed an Employabil-
ty Plan with a caseworker. They were assigned to basic edu-
ation, post-secondary education, or occupational training,
nd provided with tuition assistance and support services in-
luding child care, transportation, tools, and uniforms.

control-group members were treated like those 
imental group—attending orientation, participa
pendent job search and experiencing sanction
could have caused the effects of the prog
underestimated.

Control Group

The control group was not subject to AFDC gr
and was not allowed to receive FPI case manage
ployment and training services. They could, ho
similar services on their own and were provided
FPI employment and training programs. Furthe
care and tuition assistance were available, a
mained eligible to receive AFDC grants, Medica
Stamps. The cost per control group member 
(Kemple et al. 1995: 76).

Despite this outlay, 36.2 percent of those
trol group were never employed during the two
(Kemple et al. 1995: 94). Average annualiz

16



mained highly depen-

ent of program funds
o increase the educa-
 At the end of two
the same level of cer-
ation (about 57 per-

percent), Associate’s
a two-year program,
t 2 percent) (Kemple

 impacts were wit-
ung to go to school

tC AFDC paymentsB

–$2.55

no effect

no effect

–$6.17 

–$12.7

–$7.07
A experimental participant (control)

years of education

B per week; compared to control
C in percentage points

FPI 13,509 (4,724) 41.9% +$2.18 +2.5 –1.1

Baltimore Options 1,362 (1,395) 56.5% +$7.58 no effectD

D not statistically significant.

no eff

Ohio Work Choice 2,601 (1,664) 43.3% +$2.27 +3.4 no eff

California GAIN 17,852 (5,164) 41.3%–65.4E%

E across 6 counties

+$9.06 +5.9 –3.0F

F last quarter

Riverside GAIN 4,568 (1,058) 49.6% +$19.96 +13.6 –5.2F

San Diego SWIM 1,605 (1,605) 43.9% +$7.98 +7.1 no eff
20
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Over two years, 33.7 percent of the experimental
group were never employed, representing a reduction of
only 2.5 percentage points.18 The program did not reduce
poverty. With annualized average earnings of $2,883, those
in the experimental group earned only $2.18 more per week
than those in the control group.19

Florida Project Independence did not substantially
shrink government budget expenditures. Despite their par-
ticipation in the program, 88.3 percent of those in the exper-
imental group still received AFDC benefits, only 1.1
percentage points less than the control group.20 Those in
the experimental group received $4,028 over two years, a
minimal reduction of $2.55 per week,21 indicating that

members of the experimental group
dent upon AFDC benefits.

Moreover, even though 59.2 p
were spent on education, FPI did litt
tional attainment of experimentals
years, experimentals and controls h
tification for GED or high-school gr
cent), trade certification (about 3
degrees (granted upon completion 
about 4 percent) or B.A. degrees (ab
et al. 1995: 62).

In general, smaller favoura
nessed by women with children too

Table 4 Performance indicators: programs for poor single parents (adults)

Program Sample sizeA Percent with <12 EarningsB EmploymentC AFDC re
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and greater benefits accrued to earlier program participants
and sample members who had been receiving AFDC for two
o

c
i
p
p
r
s
s
a

Baltimore Options

ss 1995)
enced in
yment of
siderable
pabilities
 suitable
iority on
ant stay-
d, 2,757

 cost 

ogram 
A) = (F)F

.0

.3

.4

.1

.3

.5
A experimental participant (control)
B $ millions; total cost of program is the total cost per experimental participant × number of experimental participants
C total cost per experimental includes administration, case management, employment and training services, child care, e
D total cost per control includes administration and other services available in the community
E net cost per experimental is the difference between total costs for an experimental and a control group member
F $ millions; net cost of program is the net cost per experimental × the number of experimental participants

Ohio Work Chance 2,601 (1,664) $2.3 $689 $271 $418

California GAIN 17,852 (5,164) $87.4 $4,895 $1,472 $3,422

Riverside GAIN 4,568 (1,058) $15.8 $3,469 $1,871 $1,597

San Diego SWIM 1,605 (1,605) $2.5 $1,545 $626 $919
r more years.
The program did not succeed in increasing self-suffi-

iency: those in the experimental group had minimal earn-
ngs gains and still relied heavily on AFDC payments. The
rogram failed to meet its goal of reducing government ex-
enditure in two ways: first, those in the experimental group
emained dependent on AFDC grants, and, second, FPI, like
everal other programs, did nothing to discourage the sub-
equent opening of new AFDC cases. The government spent
 total of $26.5 million on this program (see table 5).23

Objective and target group
The Options program (see Friedlander and Bu
was conducted in Baltimore, Maryland and co
1982. The program’s goal was to increase em
participants in better-paying jobs. As a result, c
efforts were expended to assess participants’
and needs and to match individuals with the m
kinds of employment. The program placed a hig
helping participants obtain better jobs, even if it
ing on AFDC longer. Over the assignment pe

Table 5 Costs: programs for poor single parents (adults)

Program Sample size (A)A Total cost 

of program (B)B
Total cost per 

experimental 
(B)/(A) = (C)C

Total cost 

per control (D)D

Net cost per 

experimental 
(C) - (D) = (E)E (E)

FPI 13,509 (4,724) $26.5 $1,962 $1,074 $888

Baltimore Options 1,362 (1,395) $1.4 $1,050 $97 $953
rtle
mm
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$12
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 the study, the state of
middle range when com-
 female unemployment

rtless 1995: 51).

to AFDC grant sanction
 AFDC grants, Medicaid,
t receive Options case
 any employment and
cost per control group

 period 24.3 percent of
und employment (Fried-
0). Average annualized
iedlander and Burtless
dependence on AFDC

in the control group re-
ree-year follow-up peri-
54–5).

 was to improve on these
$953 per experimental

program did not increase
C receipt or benefits. It
ings (see table 4).
ject to sanction although staff preferred to secure compliance
through persuasion, However, this cooperative approach did
not yield higher participation rates: only 45.0 percent of
those in the experimental group participated in any employ-
ment-related activity (Friedlander and Burtless 1995: 51).

The participation requirement ended when the exper-
imental group member completed assigned activities and
still remained unemployed.

Results
This program was subject to a rigorous 5 year evaluation that
followed-up on participants to assess the long-term effects of
the program. Certain factors should be kept in mind while ex-
amining the results of the program. Programs are not typical-

those in the control group never fo
lander and Burtless 1995: 109–11
earnings amounted to $2,923 (Fr
1995: 109–110). There was high 
grants, with 95.4 percent of those 
ceiving payments of $6,424 over a th
od (Friedlander and Burtless 1995: 1

Experimental group

The purpose of the Options program
results by spending an additional 
(Gueron and Pauly 1991: 256–7). The 
employment, nor did it decrease AFD
only modestly increased average earn
22
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participants were placed in the program or in a control
group. Despite the stated program goals, typical participants
could hardly be considered job ready, since they had had no
earnings in the 6 months prior to commencing the program
and had been on AFDC for more than two years. They tended
to be over 30, African-American, and to have more than one
child; 56.5 percent did not have high-school accreditation
(Friedlander and Burtless 1995: 66).

Description
Options consisted of job search, a 3-month period of unpaid
community work-experience and moderately expensive edu-
cation and training services. There was no fixed sequence of
events and job search was not automatically assigned as the
first activity. Instead, caseworkers made efforts to assess ca-
pabilities and needs in order to match individuals with the
most suitable kinds of employment.

Participation in the program was mandatory and sub-

ly designed to have this time horizo
is reasonable to expect that membe
have subsequently been enrolled in
would presumably alter outcomes. A
be interpolated in some instances d
information. Finally, at the time of
Maryland’s AFDC benefits fell in the 
pared with other states and average
was 7.0 percent (Friedlander and Bu

Control group

The control group was not subject 
and remained eligible for child care,
and Food Stamps. They could no
management nor did they receive
training services. As a result, the 
member was $97.24

Over the five-year evaluation
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Over the evaluation period, there was no statistically
significant difference between the employment rates of
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experimental group. The total program cost was $1.4 mil-
lion, and it did not produce any savings for the government

designed to
and training
een January

re randomly
he program
e age of six.
to 39, non-
oyed in the
en on AFDC
an 12 years
s (Fein et al.

n under age
ncentives to
employment
 to take part
unseling or
o in the ex-

 those in the
ional Medic-
4 percent of
 the control
verage AFDC receipt by either the experimental or the con-
rol group (both were about 50 percent) and no difference
n average annual payments (both were about $1,800)
Gueron and Pauly 1991: 89). After 5 years, there was no dif-
erence in average employment rates (both were about 48
ercent) (Gueron and Pauly 1991: 88). Furthermore, effects
n earnings began to erode and only a small difference in
verage annual earnings was evident after 5 years (Gueron
nd Pauly 1991: 88).

Clearly the program did not meet its goal of providing
 meaningful increase in better-paying jobs for those in the

Description
Work Choice targeted single parents with childre
6. Those in the experimental group were given i
participate although participation in training or 
was on a voluntary basis. Participants did have
in mandatory employability assessment and co
they risked sanction. In reality, however, only tw
perimental group were ever sanctioned. To ease
experimental group into self-sufficiency, transit
aid and child care benefits were offered. Only 
the experimental group and three percent of
hose in the experimental group and those in the control
roup. The available data on AFDC receipt shows that there
as no statistically significant reduction in government bud-
et expenditures either. Over the 5 years, 95 percent of
hose in both the experimental and the control groups re-
eived AFDC payments, averaging $6,400 each (Gueron and
auly 1991: 154–55).

Furthermore, the program did not lead to faster case
losure, did not decrease monthly grants, did not reduce re-
idivism (return to the AFDC caseload after leaving) and did
ot curtail the incidence of long-term AFDC receipt.

Annualized earnings for those in the experimental
roup averaged $3,317, indicating that the program did not al-

eviate poverty (Gueron and Pauly 1991: 109–10). Those in the
xperimental group earned only $7.58 more each week than
id those in the control group.25 It also did not extend the du-
ation of employment or diminish the likelihood of job loss.

Effects did not emerge over time. After three years,
here was still no statistically significant difference between

through reduced transfers (see table 2).26

Ohio Work Choice

Objective and target group
Ohio Work Choice (see Fein et al. 1994) was 
stress human-capital investments in education 
with an expectation of long-term payoffs. Betw
1989 and March 1990, 5,609 participants we
assigned to experimental or control groups. T
targeted single parents with children under th
The typical Work Choice participant was 25 
white, with two children, had not been empl
workforce in the previous 6 months, and had be
for two or more years; 43.3 percent had less th
of education and 44.5 percent had only 12 year
1994: 41).



ere $871.29 In this peri-
embers received AFDC

ments averaged $4,961

18 per experimental to
, the program did not di-
C payments, and barely
yment rates (see table 1).
cent of the experimental
ifference of 3.4 percent-
 additions to total earn-
p earned $989 annually,
ogram did not alleviate
udgetary outlays: about
AFDC over the entire 18
00 over the period (Fein

ere among clients with
a completed high-school
 were found for those

ior to receiving AFDC.
 that long-term impacts
 emphasis on education
very disappointing. Only
up engaged in basic ed-
d in post-secondary ed-
total program cost was
f this evidence, the pro-
bjective to increase hu-
n and training.
were receiving AFDC benefits and 10.9 percent of these were
two-parent families (Fein et al. 1994: 20). In addition, 12.5
percent of the population was classified by government
sources as living in poverty.27

Control group

The control group was not subject to AFDC grant sanction
and remained eligible for child care, AFDC grants, Medicaid,
and Food Stamps. They did not receive Work Choice case
management and it was assumed that they did not receive
any employment and training services. The cost per control
group member was $271.28

Over the eighteen month evaluation, 62.5 percent of
the control group never found employment (Fein et al. 1994:

et al. 1994: 84).
The most positive results w

more than 12 years of education and 
diploma. Less favourable outcomes
who had been recently employed pr

Although evaluators suggest
must be considered because of the
and training, results are likely to be 
4.8 percent of the experimental gro
ucation and only 4.7 percent enrolle
ucation (Fein et al. 1994: 44). The 
$2.3 million (see table 2).33 In light o
gram is shown to have failed in its o
man-capital investments in educatio
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group used the Medicaid extended benefits in the 18 month
follow-up period (Fein et al. 1994: 90).

Since the program was voluntary, it is not surprising
that participation rates were very low. Only 14.1 percent of
the experimental group participated in any activity (Fein et
al. 1994: 44). Of those assigned to an activity, a high propor-
tion were given basic (34.2 percent) or post-secondary (33.4
percent) education. Job skills training was given to 17.7 per-
cent of those who were assigned, job readiness training to
16.0 percent, and job club to 11.7 percent. Community Work
Experience (CWEP) was the least popular activity, extended
to only 1.4 percent of assigned experimentals.

Results
This program experienced design and implementation prob-
lems. In addition, a poor economy at the time of the pro-
gram may have affected results. Over this period, 5.8 percent
of the Ohio population, representing 223,129 individuals,

79). Average annualized earnings w
od, 83.2 percent of control-group m
over the entire 18 months, and pay
(Fein et al. 1994: 84).

Experimental group

Work Choice spent an additional $4
improve on these results.30 However
minish AFDC receipt or reduce AFD
raised earnings and increased emplo

Over the 18 months, 59.1 per
group never found employment, a d
age points.31 There were only small
ings: those in the experimental grou
or $2.27 more per week32. The pr
poverty or decrease government b
83 percent of both groups received 
months, receiving an average of $5,0
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California Greater Avenues to 
Independence (GAIN)
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Those not in need of basic education had a high-
school diploma or GED and had passed both parts of the

rch was the
n or training
rs to remain
as complete
ial steps did
 the experi-
 assessment
aining, voca-
 on-the-job
.
p could be
hough there
. a Notice of
oblems per-

 case manag-
icipate. The
a last resort.
cation, 20.5
cent partici-
t require ba-
 search and
ndary train-

 surprisingly,
 some point,
anctioned,36

l. 1994: 60).
ecisions on

 entry to the
mpliance.
AIN utilized educational and skill levels to sort registrants
nto one of two service streams, one for those in need of
asic education and another for those not in need of basic
ducation.

Those in need of basic education were individuals
ho did not have either high-school education or GED; those
ho failed to achieve passing scores on both parts of a joint
ath and reading test; and those who were not proficient in

nglish. Those of the experimental group who fell in this cat-
gory could enroll in Adult Basic Education, GED, or ESL, or
ould participate in job search activities.

pated in basic education.  Of those who did no
sic education, 44.0 percent participated in job
42.8 percent took part in vocational or post-seco
ing (Riccio et al. 1994: 44).

Participation was, thus, quite low and, not
18.9 percent of the experimental group were, at
in conciliation, under sanction, or slated to be s
and 50.3 percent were deregistered (Riccio et a
However, each county made widely differing d
how much emphasis was to be placed on quick
job market and the speed of dealing with non-co
bjective and target group
he California GAIN program (see Riccio, Friedlander, and
reedman 1994) was designed with the goal of increasing
he experimental group member’s self-sufficiency.34 It was
lso intended to produce government budget savings
hrough reduced public assistance costs. Participants from
ix counties were randomly assigned to experimental
22,971 participants) and control groups from early 1988 to

id-1990. (Riverside county is included here but treated as
 special case to follow.) There was no typical member of the
xperimental group and characteristics varied considerably
cross counties. Across the 6 counties, the incidence of high-
chool dropouts or lack of GED ranged from 41.3 percent to
5.4 percent, and those determined to need basic education
anged from 49.0 percent to 80.6 percent across counties
Riccio et al. 1994: 18).

escription

joint math and reading test. Although job sea
first activity, those already enrolled in educatio
could obtain permission from GAIN administrato
in their programs as long as their training w
within two years of entering GAIN. If these init
not result in self-sufficiency, then members of
mental group would undergo an employability
to guide the choice of the next activity: skills tr
tionally oriented post-secondary education,
training, or unpaid community work-experience

The members of the experimental grou
subject to sanction if they did not participate, alt
was a multi-step process of enforcement. First
Participation was sent to outline sanctions if pr
sisted. The second step was conciliation, where
ers attempted to persuade members to part
sanction of benefits reduction was imposed as 
Of those determined to be in need of basic edu
percent participated in job search and 52.6 per

35



 own insistence if open-
eligible to receive AFDC
s. The cost per control
t al. 1994: 93–4).
ing, 49.2 percent of the
ed over the three year
: 122). Annualized aver-
ccio et al. 1994). In the
ent of controls received
r the three year period,
6 per control (Riccio et

e results by spending an
e experimental group.38

proved outcomes were
ings, employment rates,
see table 1).
the experimental group
9 and earned only $9.06
 control group. In addi-
eases in employment of
rcent of the experimen-
ee years.41 With the ex-
ogram did not increase
the experimental group
 period and likewise did
ull-time employment or
obs” are those that, for
arn more than $200 per
ts.)
Results
In the United States, the state of California has the largest
AFDC caseload, which may have some impact on results.
There were implementation problems as well, as administra-
tors were required to adapt to operating a new program, leg-
islative changes, and funding restrictions that temporarily
suspended the intake of clients and impeded continuity of
GAIN services in some cases.

Control group

The control group was not subject to AFDC grant sanction
and was not allowed to receive GAIN case management,
child care services, or employment and training services.
They could seek services on their own initiative and after

AFDC receipt, and AFDC payments (
In this period, members of 

had annualized earnings of $2,594,3

more per week40 than those in the
tion, there were only marginal incr
5.9 percentage points while 43.3 pe
tal group never found jobs in the thr
ception of Riverside county, the pr
the likelihood that the members of 
would be employed in the follow-up
not improve prospects for either f
employment in good jobs. (“Good j
example, allowed the individual to e
week or that provided health benefi
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Of the entire group, basic education was the most
popular activity with 36 percent participation, followed by
job search (28.5 percent), and vocational or post-secondary
education (26.4 percent). The least popular activities were
on-the-job training (1.0 percent) and CWEP (1.0 percent)
(Riccio et al. 1994: 41).

The majority of spending—62.3 percent—was on ed-
ucation and training.37 It is difficult to know the effect of this
spending on education achievement since control group re-
sults are not recorded. Results are very similar to outcomes
for experimental and control groupds in the FPI demonstra-
tion. In GAIN, certification for GED or high-school gradua-
tion was 59.6 percent (compared to 57 percent in FPI), trade
certification was 29.4 percent (compared to 32 percent), As-
sociate’s degrees were 5.0 percent (compared to 4 percent)
and B.A. degrees were 2.1 percent (compared to 2 percent)
(Riccio et al. 1994: 47).

two years could enter GAIN at their
ings were available. They remained 
grants, Medicaid, and Food Stamp
group member was $1,472 (Riccio e

Even with this sizeable fund
control group were never employ
evaluation period (Riccio et al. 1994
age earnings were only $2,122 (Ri
last quarter of year three, 55.5 perc
AFDC grants (Riccio et al. 1994). Ove
average AFDC benefits were $15,42
al. 1994).

Experimental group

GAIN was supposed to improve thes
additional $3,422 per member of th
Over three years, only modest im
found with respect to average earn
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The program did not reduce poverty. Besides minimal
earnings and employment increases, in the third year of the
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costs ranged from $1,597 to $5,789. While most spending
was for education and training, this target group also re-

ich account-
8).

creasing the
up and pro-
 had a total

s to increase
resulted in a
ndomly as-
tal or a con-
rogram was
ot been em-

were typical-
ildren; 49.6

did not have
ic education

rogram was
tion. Educa-
nts into the

ic education
 could enroll
ore only 18.8 percent of the experimental group were both
mployed and off AFDC in the last quarter of the evaluation
Riccio et al. 1994: 157).

Even when the results were statistically significant,
he magnitude varied considerably across the six counties. In
ndividual counties, impacts were not always significant. Nei-
her were they significant across all subgroup categories in
very case.

Costs for the experimental group likewise varied
cross counties with total costs ranging from $3,469 per in-
ividuall to as high as $6,977 (Riccio et al. 1994: 93–4). Net

ly white, English-speaking, aged 33, with 2 ch
percent had not graduated from high school or 
a GED, and 60.3 percent were in need of bas
(Riccio et al. 1994: 18).

Description
In terms of its general structure, the Riverside p
no different from the California GAIN demonstra
tional and skills levels were used to sort registra
two service streams depending on whether bas
was necessary or not. Those in need of education
rogram, only 19.7 percent of the experimental group
arned over $5,000 and only 12.1 percent earned over
10,000 that year.42 Only 20.2 percent had income above the
992 poverty line (Riccio et al. 1994: 60). Control group
embers had similar outcomes. In addition, the program

lso saw no decline in Food Stamps receipt. Over the three
ear period, about 89 percent of both groups received ben-
fits. Those in the experimental group received an average
f $2,817 in Food Stamp benefits while those in the control
roup received $2,904, a difference of $0.56 per week.43

Members of both groups remained dependent upon
FDC benefits, and over the three year period, those in the
xperimental group received $14,464, just $6.17 per week
ess than those in the control group.44 The program did not
esult in self-sufficiency for the experimental group, nor did
t substantially diminish government budget expenditures.
n the final quarter of year three, 52.5 percent of the experi-
ental group were still receiving AFDC benefits, only 3.0
ercentage points less than the control group.45 Further-

quired child care and other support services, wh
ed for 13.2 percent of costs (Riccio et al. 1994: 7

Despite failing in their objectives of in
self-sufficiency of those in the experimental gro
ducing government budget savings, the program
cost of $87.4 million (see table 2).46

Riverside Greater Avenues to 
Independence (GAIN)

Objectives and Target Group
The purpose of the Riverside GAIN program wa
employment (see Riccio et al. 1994). This goal 
unique program structure. Administrators ra
signed 5,626 individuals to either an experimen
trol group between 1988 and 1990. The typical p
likely to be a long-term AFDC recipient and had n
ployed in the previous 2 years. In addition they 



pation in job search but
 training. For those who

cent participated in job
d in basic education.47

 education, 50.1 percent
percent took part in vo-
(Riccio et al. 1994: 44).
h was the most popular
tion, followed by basic
ional or post-secondary
al. 1994: 41). The least
ing (0.8 percent); CWEP

f the budget was spent
 the California GAIN ex-
ls to the California pro-
de case, certification for
55.6 percent (compared
ertification was 28.2 per-
ssociate’s degrees were
t) and B.A. degrees were
t) (Riccio et al. 1994: 47).

ctioned and did not re-
are services, or employ-
ld seek other services in
so could insist on enter-
hat openings were avail-

receive AFDC grants,
For the other service track, job search was primary. The pro-
gram also experimented with caseloads of different sizes for
project managers. While the regular group had a 97-to-1 reg-
istrant to staff ratio, the “enhanced” group had a 53-to-1 ra-
tio. In the discussion of results, however, this distinction is
irrelevant since no statistically significant differences can be
attributed to this variation.

Riverside GAIN was more likely than other programs
to sanction those in the experimental group if they did not
participate. Over the course of the demonstration, 33.9 per-
cent of the Riverside experimental group were in concilia-
tion, sanction, or slated for sanction (compared to 18.9
percent in California as a whole) and 79.4 percent were
deregistered (compared to 50.3 percent) (Riccio et al. 1994:

to 59.6 percent in California), trade c
cent (compared to 29.4 percent), A
4.9 percent (compared to 5.0 percen
1.6 percent (compared to 2.1 percen

Results

Control group

The control group could not be san
ceive GAIN case management, child c
ment and training services. They cou
the community on their own and al
ing GAIN after two years provided t
able. They remained eligible to 
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in ABE, GED, or ESL, or participate in job search. Those not in
need of education would participate in job search first. If un-
successful, they would undergo employability assessment
and be steered into skills training, vocational post-secondary
schooling or on-the-job training.

What distinguished Riverside county from the other
counties was its particular combination of practices. The
program had an employment focus and made job develop-
ment efforts a priority. Job placement standards were in
place for case managers, which helped to secure participa-
tion from all mandatory registrants. The use of enforcement
procedures was particularly distinctive. The message sent to
members of the experimental group was that gaining em-
ployment was the central concern, that it should be sought
expeditiously, and that low-paying job opportunities should
not be turned down.

For those in the basic education service track, admin-
istrators focused efforts on job search and basic education.

60). This program had higher partici
lower participation in education and
required basic education, 32.0 per
search and 40.6 percent participate
For those who did not require basic
participated in job search and 40.9 
cational or post-secondary training 

Of the entire group, job searc
activity with 38.0 percent participa
education (27.4 percent), and vocat
education (26.8 percent) (Riccio et 
popular activity was on-the-job train
was not assigned at all.

Although only 46.1 percent o
on education and training, less than
penditure, similar certification leve
gram were achieved.48 In the Riversi
GED or high-school graduation was 
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Medicaid, and Food Stamps. The cost per control group
member was $1,871 (Riccio et al. 1994: 93).
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Members of the experimental group continued to re-
ceive large AFDC benefits of $11,284 over the three years

eduction of
periemental
ercent were
er of year 3
mps receipt
t 81 percent
 1994: 120).
 average of
hose in the
ce of $1.21

gh it did ap-
ecrease pov-
otal cost to

rtless 1995)
FDC receipt
was on max-
ure of AFDC
ts from two
andomly as-
up. The typi-
ior earnings,
d more than
eriod, 32.9 percent of the experimental group had never
een employed, a difference of 13.6 percentage points.52

ut reduction in poverty was still minimal: only 23.7 percent
f the experimental group earned over $5,000 in year three
nd only 13.6 percent earned more than $10,000 (Riccio et
l. 1994: 127). In addition, only 19.4 percent had income
bove the 1992 poverty line (Riccio et al. 1994: 160).

The Riverside program did appear to improve slightly
he likelihood of employment in the follow-up period, the op-
ortunity for full-time employment, and employment in better

obs (those offering over $200 per week or health benefits).

Objective and target group
The objectives of SWIM (see Friedlander and Bu
were to augment employment and reduce A
more than to improve job quality. The emphasis 
imum participation, rapid employment, and clos
cases. Commencing in 1985, 3,211 participan
San Diego metropolitan welfare offices were r
signed to either an experimental or control gro
cal participant was an AFDC recipient with no pr
had been on AFDC for more that two years, ha
Despite this expenditure, poor results were evident.
ver three years, 46.6 percent of the control group never

ound jobs and average annualized earnings were only
2,112.49 In the final quarter of the evaluation, 45.8 percent
f the control group were still receiving AFDC grants (Riccio
t al. 1994: 120), and over the three years, they received an
verage of $13,267 in AFDC benefits (Riccio et al. 1994: 120).

xperimental group

he Riverside GAIN program spent an additional $1,597 per
xperimental to improve outcomes (Riccio et al. 1994: 93). It
as clearly the most successful of the Welfare-to-Work single-
arent programs. However, even the most successful pro-
ram had less than spectacular impacts on average earnings,
mployment, AFDC receipt, and AFDC payments (see table 1).

The members of the experimental group earned
19.96 per week50 more than members of the control group
lthough their average earnings were still very low—$3,149
nnualized over three years.51 At the end of the three year

(Riccio et al. 1994: 120). This represented a r
$12.71 per week.53 The self-sufficiency of the ex
group was not greatly enhanced: only 23.0 p
both employed and off AFDC in the last quart
(Riccio et al. 1994: 156). The decrease in Food Sta
was also minor. Over the three year period, abou
of both groups received benefits (Riccio et al.
Those in the experimental group received an
$1,988 in Food Stamp benefits compared to t
control group, who received $2,178, a differen
per week.54

Riverside was a qualified success. Althou
pear to extend employment slightly, it did not d
erty or welfare dependence. However, the t
government was $15.8 million (see table 2).55

San Diego Saturation Work 
Initiative Model (SWIM)



rnia AFDC payments were
ed States (Friedlander and
 must be considered when
timore Options, SWIM was
er to see the long-term ef-
signed to have this time ho-
se, one-fifth of those who
erimental group or the con-
nrolled in Greater Avenues
 that may have altered the

ve SWIM case management
rvices. They were not re-
ot face benefits sanction.
are services, other commu-
aid, and Food Stamps. Each
.56

 were very poor. Over a 63
f those in the control group
unting to $18,688 on aver-
995: 154–55). Annualized

$2,807 and 32.5 percent of
ployment (Friedlander and

al $919 per participant to
and Pauly 1991: 256–57).

essen AFDC receipt and re-
while receiving AFDC benefits or they faced sanction with
partial, temporary benefits reduction.

SWIM had a target of 75 percent participation by
members of the experimental group but only 64.4 percent
participated in any activity (Friedlander and Burtless 1995:
51). Of those who participated, over half (50.6 percent) en-
gaged in job search. The second most common option was
education and training (24.3 percent), followed by unpaid
community work experience (19.5 percent).

Results
Before examining the results, it is important to set the con-
text. At the time of the study, the female unemployment

control group member cost $626
Under this design, results

month follow-up, 95.9 percent o
had received AFDC benefits amo
age (Friedlander and Burtless 1
earnings over 5 years were only 
the control group never found em
Burtless 1995: 109–10).

Experimental group

SWIM was allocated an addition
improve these results (Gueron 
However, the program did not l
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one child, was over 30 years old, and non-white; 43.9 per-
cent did not have high-school graduation or GED (Friedland-
er and Burtless 1995: 66).

Description
SWIM featured a fixed sequence of activities. Experimentals
began with a two-week job search workshop followed by
three months of unpaid work experience and bi-weekly job-
club sessions. Assignments were set up under the Communi-
ty Work Experience Program (CWEP) and scheduled to be 20
to 30 hours per week. If employment was not obtained by
this point, the final step was assessment and referral to com-
munity education and training. This was operated by outside
organizations but participation was mandatory. In practice,
many individuals found jobs or left AFDC for some other rea-
son before this point. While participation in the program
could extend for years, those in the experimental group who
had children aged 6 and older were obligated to participate

rate was 9 percent and Califo
among the highest in the Unit
Burtless 1995: 51). Both of these
interpreting the results. Like Bal
evaluated over five years in ord
fects. Programs are not often de
rizon for evaluation. In this ca
were members of either the exp
trol group were subsequently e
for Independence (GAIN), a fact
long-term results.

Control group

The control group did not recei
or employment and training se
quired to participate and did n
They remained eligible for child c
nity services, AFDC grants, Medic
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sulted only in small changes for average earnings, employ-
ment, and AFDC payments (see table 1).
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(both earned about $4,000) (Friedlander and Burtless 1995:
88–9). This failure of the program to take hold for any length

g participation
t it did not suc-
ent or reducing
 (see table 2).59

 in the program
5.4 percent had
signed to target
 out by program
fects and even
he impact is not
e of recipients.
6 per week and
increase in em-
and in one pro-
he cases, these
ions in AFDC re-
ged from 1.1 to
n in AFDC pay-
was no effect in
 have had virtu-
ipants. The pub-
87.3 million for
 per experimen-
he program generated only a trivial amount of new employ-
ent and it did not extend the duration of employment nor
ecrease the likelihood of job loss.

Positive impacts did not emerge over time either. Af-
er 5 years, there was no statistically significant difference
etween average AFDC receipt for either group (about 31
ercent of both groups received the benefits), no difference

n average annual payments (both were given about $2,200),
o difference in average employment rate (both had rates of
bout 33 percent), and no difference in annual earnings

gram there was no effect at all. In half t
mandatory programs did not result in reduct
ceipt and when they did, the reduction ran
5.2 percentage points. The largest reductio
ments was only $12.71 per week and there 
two programs. In summary, these programs
ally no effect on the prospects of most partic
lic expenditure ranged from $1.4 million to $
the program, with a range of $689 to $4,895
tal group member.
Over 5 years there was no statistically significant dif-
erences between AFDC receipt by the experimental group
nd AFDC receipt by the control group: both were about 96
ercent (Friedlander and Burtless 1995: 154-5). Both groups
emained dependent upon AFDC; those in the experimental
roup received $16,758 over 63 months (Friedlander and
urtless 1995: 154-5). The program reduced payments by
nly $7.07 per week.57

The program resulted in slightly faster case closure,
arginally decreased monthly grants and barely decreased

ong-term AFDC receipt. It did not curtail rates of recidivism.
Annualized earnings for those in the experimental

roup averaged $3,322 (Friedlander and Burtless 1995: 109–
0); in other words, they earned $7.98 more each week than
id those in the control group.58 Notably, 25.4 percent of the
xperimental group never found employment, a difference
f 7.1 percent from the statistics for the control group

Friedlander and Burtless 1995: 109–10). Program evaluators
xpected only modest future additions to average earnings.

of time is referred to as program “decay.”
SWIM met its objective of increasin

(rates were higher than other programs), bu
ceed in increasing the likelihood of employm
AFDC receipt. The total cost was $2.5 million

Summary

A lack of basic education figured prominently
profile of the participants: 41.3 percent to 6
less than 12 years of education. Programs de
single parents failed to achieve the goals set
administrators. Programs often had no ef
when outcomes are statistically significant, t
substantive enough to improve the welfar
Earnings were increased a maximum of $19.9
a minimum of $2.18 per week; the largest 
ployment was only 13.6 percentage points 
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asic education was the
(35.5 percent participa-
rcent) and vocational or
cent). The activities as-
percent) and on-the-job

to AFDC grant sanction
IN case management or
. Other services in the
 but they had to seek

s, if they demanded and
nter GAIN. They contin-
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n or GED ranged from 51.1 percent to 82.9 percent and
ose determined to be in need of basic education ranged
m 58.0 percent to 92.2 percent (Riccio et al. 1994: 19).

escription
perimentals were sorted into two service streams depend-
g upon whether they required basic education or not.
ose not in need of basic education were steered into job
arch. If this did not result in employment, they would un-
rgo employability assessment for assignment to skills
ining, vocational post-secondary training, on-the-job
ining, or unpaid community work experience. Those in
ed of basic education would either enroll in ABE, GED, or
L, or would immediately begin job search.

The control group was not subject 
and was not eligible to receive GA
employment and training services
community were available to them
them independently. After two year
if space was available, they could e
ued to receive AFDC grants, Medicai
cost per member of the control grou
1994: 103–4).

Over the three-year evaluation
those in the control group were neve
1994: 204). Annualized average
$3,015.61 In the last quarter of the
percent of the control group receive
rograms for disadvantaged adults

lifornia Greater Avenues to 
dependence (GAIN)

bjective and Target Group
e the program designed for AFDC-Family Group, the Cali-

rnia GAIN program that targeted the AFDC-Unemployed
rent group had a goal of increasing self-sufficiency and
oducing government budget savings through reduced
blic assistance costs (see Riccio et al. 1994). Over the as-
nment period, 6,980 individuals were randomly assigned

 the experimental group and 3,212 to the control group.
gain, Riverside county is treated as a special case in the
alysis to follow.) Characteristics of participants varied con-
erably across counties. Those lacking high-school gradua-

Generally speaking, participat
the evaluation period, 15.8 percent
mental group were in conciliation
sanction, and 51.7 percent were de
1994: 60). For the entire group, b
most commonly assigned activity 
tion), followed by job search (24.9 pe
post-secondary education (14.2 per
signed least often were CWEP (0.8 
training (0.2 percent).60

Results

Control group
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the three year period, an average of $19,332 in AFDC bene-
fits were paid out to each.
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Riverside Greater Avenues to 
Independence (GAIN)

94) that tar-
had the goal
ent period,
 the experi-
 typical par-
-white, aged
 be an AFDC
l or GED ac-
ation (Riccio

ucation and
 program as
amily Group,
he use of en-
mented with
 However, no
ed between

.2 percent of
roup were in
ompared to
ere deregis-
 percent re-
 assessment
se who took
rch was the
rol group received $4,617, a difference of $1.42 per week.
Participants in the experimental group did not earn

uch more than those in the control group either: they had
verage annualized earnings of only $3,385 over three years,
r $7.12 more per week.64 Further, 35.6 percent of the ex-
erimental group never got jobs, a difference of 6.4 percent-
ge points.65

Thus, the program generally failed to meet goals of in-
reasing self-sufficiency or producing dramatic government
udget savings. The total program expenditure was $26.4
illion (see table 5).66

caseloads of different sizes for project managers.
statistically significant differences were record
“normal” and “enhanced” groups.

Over the course of the demonstration, 42
the participants in the Riverside experimental g
conciliation, sanction, or slated for sanction (c
15.8 percent in California) and 79.6 percent w
tered (compared to 51.7 percent), although 66.0
corded participation in some activity, including
and appraisal (Riccio et al. 1994: 41, 60). Of tho
part in an employment-related activity, job sea
xperimental group

o improve on these results an additional $2,917 per partici-
ant was allocated to the GAIN program for AFDC-Unem-
loyed Parents (Riccio et al. 1994: 103–4). Over the three-year
valuation period, there was no reduction in AFDC receipt
nd only modest favourable outcomes for average earnings,
mployment rates, and AFDC payments (see table 3).

In the last quarter of year 3, about 57 percent of both
he experimental and the control group were receiving AFDC
enefits (Riccio et al. 1994: 204). Over the three years, AFDC
ayments were only marginally lower as those in the experi-
ental group continued to rely on welfare; they received

18,164, a reduction of $7.49 per week.62 The program did
ot decrease the incidence of Food Stamps receipt—about 92
ercent of both groups received the benefit—and resulted in
nly a minor decline in Food Stamps payments (Riccio et al.
994: 228–9). Those in the experimental group received an av-
rage of $4,395 in Food Stamp benefits while those in the con-

63

Objectives and Target Group
The Riverside GAIN program (see Riccio et al. 19
geted AFDC-Unemployed Parent recipients also 
of increasing employment. Over the assignm
1,666 participants were randomly assgined to
mental group and 741 to the control group. The
ticipant was in need of basic education, was non
32, had two or more children, and was likely to
recipient; 57.4 percent did not have high-schoo
creditation and 66.6 percent needed basic educ
et al. 1994: 19).

Description
The two service streams for those in need of ed
those not in need of education applied in this
well. Like the Riverside GAIN program for AFDC-F
this program had a focus upon employment and t
forcement procedures. The program also experi



847 over three years.68

ercent of experimentals
f 7.8 percentage points
p.69 In year 3, 55.2 per-
 no income at all, 23.3

, and only 14.3 percent
ntrol group had similar

al group received AFDC
s, a reduction of $13.23
 did not decrease the

 percent of both groups
he three year period. In
ent of the experimental
(Riccio et al. 1994: 202).
benefits by only $2.29 a
imental group received
ile 91.0 percent of the
enefits.
e of increasing employ-
s, the total expenditure
t of administration, so-
illion (see table 5).73

nemployed Parents was
 from particiapants who
 saturation.” Its empha-
payments in the last quarter of year three. Members of the
control group were given an average of $14,411 in AFDC ben-
efits over three years.

Experimental group

The Riverside county GAIN demonstration spent a further
$2,150 per experimental to improve these outcomes (Riccio et
al. 1994: 103). The three-year evaluation results of the River-
side program showed it to be the most successful program for
AFDC-Unemployed Parents. However, it did not decrease AFDC
receipt and had only modest positive effects on average earn-
ings, employment and average AFDC payments (see table 3).

Participants in the experimental group earned only
$9.65 per week more than those in the control group, with

control group72 received $3,695 in b
Riverside failed in its objectiv

ment rates substantially. Nonetheles
for the program—including the cos
cial workers and so on—was $5.2 m

San Diego Saturation Work 
Initiative Model (SWIM)

Objective and target group
The objective of SWIM for AFDC-U
to have high levels of participation
were receiving benefits—“caseload
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most common activity, with 42.2 percent participation; 32.0
percent participated in some educational or training activity
(Riccio et al. 1994: 308).

Results
Control group
The control group was not sanctioned and did not receive
GAIN case management or employment and training services.
They could seek other services in the community indepen-
dently and also enter GAIN after two years if they requested
it and if space was available. They remained eligible to re-
ceive AFDC grants, Medicaid, and Food Stamps. The cost per
control group member was $996 (Riccio et al. 1994: 103).

Over three years, average annualized earnings were
only $3,345 and 38.3 percent of the control group were never
employed.67 There was high dependence on AFDC benefits,
since 90.4 percent of the control group received AFDC grants
at some point in the period, and 40.9 percent were receiving

average annualized earnings of $3,
Over the evaluation period 30.9 p
were never employed, a difference o
from the figures for the control grou
cent of the experimental group had
percent had incomes above $5,000
had incomes above $10,000. The co
results (Riccio et al. 1994: 209).

Members of the experiment
benefits of $12,346 over three year
per week.70 However, the program
number of individuals on AFDC: 90
received benefits at some point in t
the last quarter of year 3, 42.6 perc
group were still receiving benefits 
The program reduced Food Stamps 
week71: 88.6 percent of the exper
$3,338 in Food Stamps benefits wh
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sis was upon increasing employment and reducing receipt
of AFDC rather than upon improving job quality (see Fried-
l
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Results
Certain unique factors may have affected the results. Cali-

d the 5-year
ants’ subse-

 GAIN. Also,
ogram crite-
ata. In addi-

cational and
 the depart-
gram imple-

nt and train-
p. They did
articipate in
 eligible for
id, and Food
er cost $475

ing. Over a
up received
 1993: 46),

jobs, and av-
,364.74

better these
rogram did

vourable im-
C payments
anctioned.
SWIM had a target of 75 percent participation but,

uring a typical month not even half of the experimental
roup were active in searching for jobs, CWEP, education or
raining, or part-time employment. Excluding part-time
ork, participation rates averaged 33 percent. Of those
ho participated over the three year period, 59.5 percent
egan job search, 21.0 percent participated in community
ork-experience, and 33.5 percent enrolled in basic educa-

ion, college, or vocational training (Friedlander and Hamil-
on 1993: 22).

5-year follow-up, 90.2 percent of the control gro
$21,054 in benefits (Friedlander and Hamilton
24.6 percent of the control group never found 
erage annualized earnings over 5 years were $4

Experimental group

SWIM spent a further $817 per participant to 
results (Gueron and Pauly 1991: 256–7). The p
not diminish AFDC receipt and had a minimal fa
pact on average earnings, employment, and AFD
(see table 3).
ander and Hamilton 1993). Beginning in 1985, 1,339 par-
icipants were randomly assigned to experimental and
ontrol groups. The typical participant was an AFDC appli-
ant with either minimal or no earnings in the year before
ho had been on AFDC previously, had two or more chil-
ren, and was non-white; 53.0 percent did not have a high-
chool diploma.

escription
WIM had a fixed sequence of activities. The first activity
as a two-week job search. This was followed by three
onths of unpaid community work-experience and a bi-
eekly job club. If both of these activities were unsuccessful,
embers of the experimental group would then participate

n mandatory, moderately expensive educational and train-
ng services.

There was minimal scope for client choice in this pro-
ram and financial penalties were applied. More than 10 per-
ent of all participants in the SWIM experimental group were

fornia has relatively high state welfare grants an
follow-up evaluation did not adjust for particip
quent enrollment in other programs, such as
“self-initiated participants” already meeting pr
ria at initiation were not differentiated in the d
tion, San Diego had a broad network of edu
training facilities and a sophisticated staff at
ment of Social Services who had extensive pro
mentation experience.

Control group

Neither SWIM case management nor employme
ing services were available to the control grou
not get sanctioned and were not required to p
employment-related activities. They remained
other community services, AFDC grants, Medica
Stamps. Services for each control group memb
(Gueron and Pauly 1991: 256-7).

Outcomes for this group were discourag



am stressed investments in
 training with the expecta-
in et al. 1994). Between Jan-
, over 24,000 participants
experimental and control
orts whose results were
eir year of acceptance into

 in the longer term, the re-
posed of an experimental
up of 1,314) are considered
ho did not have child-care

 participate in this program.
der children and two-parent
stration. The typical partici-
 children, and had not been
nths; 44.2 percent had less
 44.1 percent had only 12
94: 29).

died recipients who did not
Rather than adopting a pro-
hoice model” provided case
anaging assignments. CWEP
nt of JOBS, as did employ-
se without a high-school di-
lly encouraged to enroll in

 determining employment-
Notably, SWIM did not increase family income: wel-
fare payments exceeded earnings gains by $593 over the 5
years (Friedlander and Hamilton 1993: 62). The results for
earnings, employment, and AFDC for the experimental
group and the control group converge over time due to de-
cay of effects upon the experimental group: treatment had
initial effects that gradually wore off as individuals left their
jobs to return to AFDC.

The program failed to meet its targets for participa-
tion, and the follow-up evaluation showed that SWIM had no
effect on increasing employment and reducing receipt of
AFDC in the long run. The total cost for government was $0.9
million for the program (see table 5).78

employed in the previous 6 mo
than 12 years of education and
years of education (Fein et al. 19

Description
JOBS was mandatory for able-bo
have child-care responsibilities. 
gram with a fixed sequence, a “c
managers greater flexibility in m
figured as a prominent compone
ment and training programs. Tho
ploma or equivalent were norma
basic education. In addition to
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The earnings gains averaged $4.08 per week, with
each participant earning $4,576 annually over 5 years.75 The
earnings difference narrowed considerably by the end of the
5-year follow-up, and 20.7 percent never found employment
at all—4.0 percentage points less than the control group.
Employment peaked in year 2, then declined.76 Average pay
rates for those employed were similar to pay rates for those
in the control group, demonstrating that SWIM did not lead
to better jobs.

AFDC payments were reduced by $7.54 per week
but, over the period, those in the experimental group still
collected $19,093 in benefits.77 Further, most of the reduc-
tion came from reduced payments rather than fewer
months on social assistance. SWIM did not substantially re-
duce the number of individuals who were both jobless and
receiving AFDC. At the end of the follow-up period, about
two-fifths of AFDC-Unemployed Parents were still receiving
AFDC benefits.

Ohio Fair Work (JOBS)

Objective and Target Group
Ohio’s Fair Work or JOBS progr
human capital via education and
tion of long-term payoffs (see Fe
uary 1989 and December 1991
were randomly assigned to 
groups. There were three coh
tracked separately based upon th
the program. To capture results
sults of the 1989 cohort (com
group of 7,860 and a control gro
here. All able-bodied recipients w
responsibilities were required to
Thus, both single parents with ol
families took part in this demon
pant was white, female, had two
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related activities, assessors concentrated on identifying bar-
riers to employment such as poor health, child-care respon-
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Control group

The control group were not subject to AFDC grant sanction
icaid, and Food

anagement and
pate in employ-
 control group

ercent of those
ent (Fein et al.
 $2,517 (Fein et

ived AFDC pay-
 $7,303 in ben-

ant to improve
positively affect
nd only margin-
).
 differences be-
e experimental
rol group. Like-
t, which was re-
FDC payments,
r period (Fein et

al employment
al group never
(a difference of
ment increased
group did not
esults
xternal factors may have affected results. At the time that
articipants were assigned to the program, Ohio’s economy
as not performing well. There were large backlogs of cli-
nts awaiting assessment and assignment, which likely al-
ered participation rates. The official monthly participation
ate was 19 percent, although the national average for pro-
rams of this type is 16 percent (Fein et al. 1994: 38–9).
herefore, problems related to design and implementation
ould have altered outcomes.

group and the earnings of those in the cont
wise the program did not curtail AFDC receip
ceived for 23 months for both groups, or A
which were about $7,300 over the three-yea
al. 1994: 59).

There was a small difference in annu
rates, but 39.2 percent of the experiment
found employment during the three years 
4.3 percentage points).81 Although employ
marginally, members of the experimental 
ibilities, unavailability of transportation, or substance
buse. In such cases, those in the experimental group could
e excused from the participation requirement and, if neces-
ary, referred to remedial services. To ease participants in
he experimental group into self-sufficiency, the program
lso provided up to 12 months of transitional Medicaid and
hild care benefits.

A majority of the experimental group did not receive
mployment and training assignments because they left
FDC, obtained exemptions, or deferred starting. Although,
nly 40.5 percent were ever assigned to any employment-re-

ated activity, only 4.2 percent were ever sanctioned (Fein et
l. 1994: 33, 37). Of those assigned, a high proportion took
art in CWEP (47.3 percent), basic education (29.6 percent),
r post-secondary education (19.0 percent). Job-club partic-

pation was 22.2 percent, with lower participation levels for
ob readiness training (11.6 percent) and job skills training
3.9 percent).

and remained eligible for AFDC benefits, Med
Stamps. They did not receive JOBS case m
evaluators assumed that they did not partici
ment and training programs. The cost per
member was $231.79

Over the three-year evaluation, 43.5 p
in the control group never found employm
1994: 52). Average annualized earnings were
al. 1994: 52). In this period, controls rece
ments for 25 months evaluated and averaged
efits (Fein et al. 1994: 59).

Experimental group

JOBS spent an additional $1,025 per particip
this performance.80 The program did not 
earnings, AFDC receipt, or AFDC payments a
ally increased employment rates (see table 6

There were no statistically significant
tween average annual earnings for those in th
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was to produce reli-
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are receipt. Random
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tions did not want to
ged residents poten-
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t AFDC paymentsB

–$7.49

–$13.23 

–$7.54

no effect
Table 6 Performance indicators: programs for disadvantaged adults

Program Sample sizeA

A experimental participants (control)

Percent with < 12 

years of education

EarningsB

B per week; compared to control

EmploymentC

C in percentage points

AFDC re

California GAIN 7,039 (3,212) 51.1%–82.9%D

D across 6 counties

+$7.12 +6.4 no ef

Riverside GAIN 1,666 (741) 57.4% +$9.65 +7.8 no ef

San Diego SWIM 686 (655) 53.0% +$4.08 +4.0 no ef

Ohio JOBS 7,860 (1,314) 44.2% no effect +4.3 no ef
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work long enough to increase their earnings or reduce
AFDC payments.

JOBS led to modest AFDC payment reductions for sin-
gle parent families but AFDC payments increased for two
parent families. The least favourable results were for clients
assigned to CWEP and basic education and for those who
had worked in the previous 6 months. The most favourable
results were for clients assigned to job search, job readiness
training, vocational and post-secondary programs, and those
who held a high-school diploma.

Although evaluators suggest that a long-term evalua-
tion would be necessary to capture more effects, it is notable
that only 12.0 percent of the experimental group were as-
signed to basic education, only 7.7 percent to post-second-
ary, and only 1.6 percent to job skills training (Fein et al.
1994: 33). Longer-term evaluation, therefore, is not likely to
produce more meaningful results. The total cost amounted
to $22.3 million (see table 5).82

The Job Training Partnership 

Objective and target group
The program created by the Job T
(JTPA), Title IIA is the major trainin
taged workers and it is distinctive i
gram (see Orr, Bloom, Bell, Doolittle,
goal of the National JTPA Study, whi
experimental evaluation for 16 sites
able data for the impact of the prog
ings, educational attainment, and w
site selection was not possible sin
adopting a program design that use
group and a control group. Many juri
be criticized for denying their disadv
tially worthwhile assistance.

To its credit, the study does re
geographic locations, programs and 
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as well as a diverse cross-section of the American economy.
However, program evaluators are careful to point out that it
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preferences of a members of the experimental group would
directly affect the likelihood of their participation, staff were

n of service

kills such as
 and home

ry-level jobs;
ssment, job-
g, vocational
here youths
rough good
here youths
o learn what

w to imple-
h individual

ational-tech-
munity col-

 to purchase

 applicant’s
ity of the ac-
he program.
 often they
hree service

ed basic or
ob training;
996: 70). There was no typical participant although the law
equires that 90 percent of JTPA Title IIA enrollment must
e disadvantaged. In this context, a disadvantaged partici-
ant is one who has a family income below 125 percent of
he poverty line during the 6 months prior to program en-
ry, who lacks high-school completion, or who is receiving
FDC benefits.

escription
TPA is a voluntary program and administrators have an in-
entive to ensure maximum participation. Since the personal

nical institutes or other public technical or com
leges. The second option was through contracts
classes for occupational training.

Program assignment depended on an
wants, the assessor’s judgement of the suitabil
tivity to the applicant, and the availability of t
Sometimes program tracks were planned but
evolved through trial and error. There were t
groupings used to analyze results:

• classroom training for those who need
occupational training but not on-the-j
s not possible reliably to extrapolate the statistical findings
o draw conclusions about the entire JTPA population.

To understand the context of the study it is helpful to
onsider the national program profile between November
987 and December 1989, when the study results were gath-
red. Across the United States, each of the 642 service deliv-
ry areas (SDAs) had an average of 1,177 program
articipants (Orr et al. 1996: 54). The average budgeted cost
er adult was $2,241, with total JTPA Title IIA program costs
f about $1.7 billion annually.84 The programs for the 16-site
valuation ranged from 354 annual participants to 1,793,
ith costs ranging from $1,561 to $3,637 per participant

Orr et al. 1996: 54).
JTPA Title IIA has differing designs to target adults,

ut-of-school youth, and in-school youth. At the time of this
tudy, 30 percent of the experimental group were adult
omen, 25 percent were adult men, 23 percent were out-
f-school youths, and 22 percent were in-school youths (the
valuation did not report on in-school youths) (Orr et al.

constrained somewhat in their recommendatio
strategies. There are six service streams: 

• classroom training in occupational s
word processing, electronics repair,
health care;

• on-the-job training (OJT);
• job search assistance (JSA);
• basic education; 
• work experience giving temporary ent
• miscellaneous services including asse

readiness training, customized trainin
exploration, “tryout employment” (w
could earn permanent employment th
performance) or “job shadowing” (w
accompany and observe an employee t
is required to hold a job).

Each SDA was responsible for deciding ho
ment its service strategy. One route was throug
referrals to training providers such as public voc



d with a list detailing a
 training services in the
articipate on their own
mbers did participate in
s and costs were rela-

roup member (Orr et al.

n, those in the control
ings of $4,896.85 By the
ercent of those who did
GED to begin with, still
996: 111). Those in the
nts of $2,049, and Food
l. 1996: 112–13).

al $861 per participant
l. 1996: 97). The experi-
ally significant increases
high-school diploma or
 decrease in AFDC pay-

ceipt (see table 4).
her activity rates: 59.5
participated in employ-

 33.1 percent of the con-
). Participants in the

rage of 359 hours of ser-
0 hours for those in the

rnings by $9.05 per
the experimental group
f $5,367.87 OJT/ JSA and
Results: adult women
The typical adult woman who participated was white, had
not previously received occupational training and was most
likely experiencing barriers to employment because she had
worked less than 13 weeks in the previous year; 27.9 percent
did not have high-school accreditation or GED (Orr et al.
1996: 72). Most members of this JTPA target group had been
employed at some point and had recent average annual earn-
ings of $2,489.

Control group

The control group remained eligible for AFDC grants, Med-
icaid, and Food Stamps. They did not receive JTPA case

mental group showed small statistic
in average earnings and receipt of 
GED over the control group but no
ments or decline in Food Stamps re

The program resulted in hig
percent of the experimental group 
ment-related activities compared to
trol group (Orr et al. 1996: 97
experimental group received an ave
vices compared to an average of 19
control group.

JTPA increased average ea
week.86 Over 30 months, those in 
had average annualized earnings o
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• OJT and/or JSA (not including occupational class-
room training);

• other services for those who were not recommend-
ed to follow either of the first two service tracks.

Generally, adults were more likely to receive services that fo-
cused on immediate employment while youth were more like-
ly to receive basic education and pre-employment services.

There was 65.1 percent enrollment, with median
monthly participation levels by the experimental group of
3.5 months (Orr et al. 1996: 78, 85). Of those who participat-
ed, typical enrollment in classroom training was 77.1 percent
with the median number of months enrolled 5.5 months, OJT
or JSA enrolled 58.2 percent of cases for 2.4 months and oth-
er services enrolled 61.2 percent of cases for 3.1 months.

The program evaluation differed from previous pro-
grams since it was designed to consider impacts on earn-
ings, receipt of high-school accreditation, AFDC payments,
and Food Stamps payments. 

management but they were provide
broad array of other education and
community, in which they could p
initiative. Several control group me
other employment-related activitie
tively high, at $1,286 per control g
1996: 97).

Over the 30-month evaluatio
group had average annualized earn
end of the evaluation period, 79.6 p
not have a high-school diploma or 
lacked such credentials (Orr et al. 1
control group received AFDC payme
Stamps payments of $1,558 (Orr et a

Experimental group

The JTPA program spent an addition
to obtain better outcomes (Orr et a
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other services increased earnings but classroom training
did not. In addition, by the end of the 30 month evaluation
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Control group

The control group could receive AFDC grants, Medicaid, and
anagement

road variety
 the commu-
ge of these
2 each (Orr

 annualized
7,398.91. By
f those who
 begin with,
1). On aver-
58 in AFDC
6: 112–13).

669 per par-
n (Orr et al.
mall statisti-
the earnings
in either the
eipt of Food
 actually in-

 of the men
rcent in the
g while men
l. 1996: 97).
arned $7.52
gs of $7,790
 differentials
ost $8.8 million in total (see table 5).

esults: adult men
he typical adult man who participated was white, had not
reviously received occupational training, and was likely to
e experiencing barriers to employment because he had
orked less than 13 weeks in the previous 12 months; 30.7
ercent had not graduated from high school or received a
ED (Orr et al. 1996: 72). Most members of this target group
ad been employed in the past and had recent average annu-
l earnings of $4,057.

of the control group, but there was no change 
receipt of the high-school diploma or GED. Rec
Stamps did not decrease and AFDC payments
creased (see table 7).

In the experimental group, 49.6 percent
participated in a service compared to 23.4 pe
control group. They received 267 hours of trainin
in the control group received 131 hours (Orr et a

Participants in the experimental group e
more per week, with average annualized earnin
over the 30 months.92 However, when earnings
eriod, 68.0 percent of the experimental group who en-
ered the program as dropouts still had not achieved high-
chool accreditation.88

There was no decrease in AFDC benefits—both
roups received about $2,000 (Orr et al. 1996: 112)—nor did
eceipt of Food Stamps benefits decline—both groups re-
eived about $1,500 (Orr et al. 1996: 113).

When all sites were considered, earnings gains ap-
eared consistently throughout the 30 month review, indi-
ating minimal program decay.89 However, on a site-by-site
valuation, earnings losses occurred at 5 out of the 16 sites.
t the 11 sites recording gains, 80 percent of the positive
utcome was due to more hours worked with only 20 per-
ent of the gain resulting from higher hourly earnings (Orr et
l. 1996: 109).

Thus, while the program increased the number of
ours that the target group would participate in activities,
mployment-related activities alone did not ensure self-suf-
iciency or diminished dependence on welfare. The program

90

Food Stamps. They did not receive JTPA case m
or services but could choose to participate in a b
of other employment-related services offered in
nity. Control group members did take advanta
other programs and costs per control were $90
et al. 1996: 97).

Over the 30-month evaluation, average
earnings for those in the control group were $
the end of the evaluation period, 83.7 percent o
did not have a high-school diploma or GED to
still lacked such credentials (Orr et al. 1996: 11
age, members of the control group received $1
benefits and $598 in Food Stamps (Orr et al. 199

Experimental group

It was hoped that by allocating an additional $
ticipant these results could be improved upo
1996: 97). The experimental group showed a s
cally significant improvement in earnings over 



 in employment-related
f-sufficiency or high in-
m was $5.3 million (see

minent characteristic of
o 82.9 percent of partic-
cation. Programs for dis-
d to meet the objectives
d, the achievements of
oor: outcomes are often
en they are significant,
that earnings increased
crease at all in one pro-
yment was 7.8 percent-

amps 

nts

AFDC paymentsB

ectD no effect

fect +$0.77
Table 7 Performance indicators: programs for disadvantaged adults

Program Sample sizeA

A experimental participants (control)

Percent with <12 

years of education

EarningsB

B per week; compared to control

High-school gradua-

tion/GED receiptC

C in percentage points

Food-st

payme

JTPA: adult women 4,088 (2,014) 27.9% +$9.05 11.6 no eff

D not statistically significant.

JTPA - adult men 3,399 (1,703) 30.7% +$7.52 7.9 no ef
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are considered according to the service track employed, no
service track resulted in statistically significant earnings.
Furthermore, JTPA actually increased AFDC payments by
$100, and those in the experimental group received $258 in
AFDC benefits over the evaluation period. 93

The program did not increase the receipt of high-
school accreditation: about 80 percent of high-school drop-
outs from both groups still did not have a diploma or GED at
the end of the 30 months (Orr et al. 1996: 111). Nor did it de-
crease the receipt of Food Stamps benefits, since individuals
in both groups collected a total of about $650 in benefits
(Orr et al. 1996: 113).

Averaging all 16 evaluation sites resulted in statistically
significant earnings gains. When considered on a site-by-site
basis, however, 4 out of the 16 sites recorded earnings losses.
For the other 12 sites, 60 percent of earnings gains were due
to more hours worked and only 40 percent of the gain could
be attributed to higher wages (Orr et al. 1996: 109).

Again, increased participation
activities was no guarantee for sel
comes. The total cost of the progra
table 8).94

Summary

A lack of basic education was a pro
program participants: 27.9 percent t
ipants had less than 12 years of edu
advantaged adults consistently faile
of their designers. When evaluate
these programs were consistently p
not statistically significant and, wh
they are modest at best. The most 
was $9.65 per week and did not in
gram. The largest increase in emplo
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age points and the lowest was 4.0 percentage points. The
mandatory programs—GAIN, SWIM, and Ohio JOBS—all
f
t
a
d
i
t

Regardless of the approach taken, government-spon-
sored training programs cannot accomplish the goals set out

s out of pov-
ter off than
pated in the
participant,

ogram costs
 2).

tc.

Net cost 

of program 
 × (A) = (F)F

$20.5

$3.6

$0.6

$8.1

$3.5

$2.3
A experimental participants (control)
B $ millions; total cost of program is the total cost per experimental × the number of experimental participants
C total cost per experimental includes administration, case management, employment and training services, child care, e
D total cost per control includes administration and other services available in the community
E net cost per experimental is the difference between total costs for an experimental and a control group member
F $ millions; net cost of program is the net cost per experimental × the number of experimental participants

Ohio JOBS 7,860 (1,314) $22.3 $1,256 $231 $1,025

JTPA: adult women 4,088 (2,014) $8.8 $2,147 $1,286 $861

JTPA: adult men 3,399 (1,703) $5.3 $1,571 $902 $669
ailed to reduce the incidence of AFDC receipt and the most
hat AFDC payments fell was $13.23; they did not decline at
ll in one program. The voluntary JTPA program did not re-
uce either receipt of Food Stamps or AFDC payments. JTPA

ncreased high-school graduation or GED receipt by only 7.9
o 11.6 percentage points.

for them. Training clearly does not lift individual
erty nor does it render them substantially bet
they would have been if they had never partici
program. The public costs per experimental 
however, ranged from $1,256 to $3,789, with pr
ranging from $0.9 million to $27.7 million (table

Table 8 Costs: programs for disadvantaged adults

Program Sample Size (A)A Total cost of 

program (B)B

Total cost per 

experimental 
(B) / (A) = (C)C 

Total cost per 

control (D)D

Net cost per 

experimental 
(C) - (D) = (E)E (E)

California GAIN 7,039 (3,212 ) $27.7 $3,789 $871 $2,917

Riverside GAIN 1,666 (741) $5.2 $3,146 $996 $2,150

San Diego SWIM 686 (655) $0.9 $1,292 $475 $817
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 analyze results:

kely to receive basic ed-
s, including tryout em-
verall, there was 65.1
onthly participation lev-
the experimental group

te, unlikely to have re-
ing, and had only 13
r; 48.4 percent did not
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oint in the past with re-

 for JTPA case manage-
es but they could volun-
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nued to receive AFDC
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JTPA, Title IIA emphasizes different service streams in
rgeting out-of-school youth. There was no typical partici-
nt although 90 percent of enrollment had to be disadvan-
ged. Disadvantaged participants were those who had a
mily income below 125 percent of the poverty line during
e 6 months prior to program entry, lacked high-school
mpletion, or were receiving AFDC benefits.

escription
PA is a voluntary program but the administrators attempt to
aximize participation. Staff members try to assign activities
at match the personal preferences of a participant in order
 increase the likelihood of their participation. The six service
reams are optional: occupational-skills training in the class-

The typical female youth was whi
ceived previous occupational train
weeks of work in the previous yea
have high-school or GED completio
Most had been employed at some p
cent annual earnings of $1,373.

Control group

The control group was not eligible
ment or employment-related servic
tarily participate in a wide variet
employment services. They conti
grants, Medicaid and Food Stamps.
vidual averaged $1,824 (Orr et al. 19
rograms for out-of-school youth

e Job Training Partnership Act, Title IIA

bjective and target group
e goal of the National Job Training Partnership Act ( JTPA),

tle IIA Study was to demonstrate the impact of JTPA upon
erage earnings, educational attainment, and receipt of
DC and Food Stamps among youths (see Orr et al. 1996).
lection of 16 sites was determined by a jurisdiction’s will-
gness to participate but the study represents a broad range
 geographic locations, programs, and participants as well
 a diverse cross-section of the American economy. Program
aluators are careful to point out, however, that it is not
ssible to conclude reliably that the statistical findings are
presentative of the entire JTPA population.

room, on-the-job training (OJT), job se
sic education, work experience and
Three service groupings were used to

• classroom training
• OJT and JSA
• other services.
Generally, youth were most li

ucation or pre-employment service
ployment and job shadowing. O
percent enrollment, with median m
els of 3.5 months among youths in 
(Orr et al. 1996: 78, 85).

Results: female youth
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Over the 30-month evaluation, those in the control
group had average annualized earnings of $4,042.95 After
t
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al. 1996: 117). JTPA failed, however, to increase average earn-
ings: both groups had average annualized earnings of about

no matter
 end of the
articipants
ED.97

embers of
t al. 1996:
 with mem-
e over the

ployment-
cy or de-
tal of $4.9

8

ceived pre-
 have high-
. Most had
nnual earn-

 payments

 effect

 effect
he 256 hours received by those in the control group (Orr et ings of only $2,228.

Table 9 Performance indicators: programs for disadvantaged out-of-school youth

Program Sample SizeA

A experimental participants (control)

Percent with <12 

years of education

Earnings High-school gradua-

tion/GED receiptB

B in percentage points

Food-stamps 

payments

AFD

JTPA: female youth 1,807 (850) 48.4% no effect +7.7 no effect n

JTPA: male youth 1,121 (583 ) 57.2% no effect no effect no effect n
he evaluation period, 68.3 percent of those who were high-
chool dropouts at the start of the program still had not at-
ained high-school completion or GED (Orr et al. 1996: 127).
n average, youths in the control group received $1,734 in
FDC benefits and $1,490 in Food Stamps (Orr et al. 1996:
29–30).

xperimental group

o obtain better results, JTPA spent a further $893 per par-
icipant (Orr et al. 1996: 117). The experimental group
howed small statistically significant increases over the con-
rol group in achievement of high-school diploma or GED but
here was no increase in earnings, no decrease in AFDC pay-
ents, or decline in Food Stamps receipt (see table 9).

The program resulted in higher activity rates: 66.1
ercent of youth in the experimental group participated in
mployment-related activities while 44.3 percent of those in
he control group did so. Those in the experimental group
eceived an average of 438 hours of services compared to

$4,100 over 30 months.96 And, this was true
which service track strategy was employed. By th
30-month evaluation period, 60.6 percent of the
had not yet achieved high-school graduation or

There was no decrease in AFDC benefits:
both groups received about $1,700 each (Orr
129). Food Stamps benefits did not decline eithe
bers of both groups receiving about $1,400 api
30-month period (Orr et al. 1996: 130).

Increasing the number of hours in e
related activities did not produce self-suffici
creased dependence upon welfare. JTPA spent a
million, with disappointing results (see table 10

Results: male youth
The typical male youth was white and had not r
vious occupational training; 57.2 percent did no
school or GED accreditation (Orr et al. 1996: 72
worked at some point in the past but had recent 
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 youth in the experimen-
re was no increase in an-
-school diploma or GED
 Food Stamps payments

gher activity rates: 62.7
imental group participat-
 of those in the control
hours of training while
d 231 hours (Orr et al.

ghest percentage enroll-
nt of the experimental
 program services.

ants

, child care, etc.

st per 

ental 
 = (E)E 

ember

Net cost 

of program 
(E) × (A) = (F)F

s

93 $1.6

,401 $1.6
Program Sample Size (A)A

A experiemtntal participants (control)

Total cost of 

program (B)B

B $ millions; total cost of program is the total cost per experimental × the number of experimental part

Total cost per 

experimental 
(B) / (A) = (C)C

C total cost per experimental includes administration, case management, employment and training servi

Total cost per 

control (D)D

D total cost per control includes administration and other services available in the community

Ne

exp
(C) -

E net cost per experimental is the difference between total costs for an experimental and a control grou
F $ millions; net cost of program is the net cost per experimental × the number of experimental particip

JTPA - female youth 1,807 (850) $4.9 $2,717 $1,824

JTPA - male youth 1,121 (583) $3.2 $2,896 $1,496
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Control group

The control group did not receive JTPA case management or
employment services but could receive a variety of other em-
ployment-related services available in the community. They
continued to receive AFDC grants, Medicaid and Food
Stamps. The cost for each control was $1,496 (Orr et al.
1996: 117).

Over the evaluation period, male youth in the control
group earned $6,567 annually.99 After 30 months, 63.7 per-
cent those who entered the program as high-school drop-
outs had still not achieved high-school completion or GED
(Orr et al. 1996: 127); each received both AFDC benefits of
$150 per month and Food Stamps worth $378 per month
(Orr et al. 1996: 129–30).

Experimental group

JTPA spent another $1,401 on ea
tal group (Orr et al. 1996: 117). T
nual earnings or receipt of the h
and no decrease in either AFDC
(see table 9).

The program resulted in
percent of male youths in the exp
ed in a service while 34.6 perc
group did so. They received 4
those in the control group rece
1996: 117). Male youths had the
ment of all subgroups: 69.5 pe
group received about 3.2 month

Table 10 Costs: programs for disadvantaged, out-of school youth
ch
he
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Youths in the experimental group did not earn more
over the study period; both groups had average annual earn-
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ber of participants—68 percent—face two or more of these
employment barriers (GAO/HEHS 1995: 2).

rray of services
 Corps provided
it organizations
 111 centres lo-
lying services to
onprofit organi-
ve procurement
ts of Agriculture
an conservation
ining programs
e governments,
am.
vocational skills
ive repair, con-
social skills in-
s as well as for
and board, and
is a unique pro-
uding guidance
 anger, handling
ointments.

private contrac-
onal labour and
were voluntary,
lly remained in
e were enrolled
iveness. The evaluation did not employ an experimental de-
ign, assigning individuals randomly to an experimental or
ontrol group. Rather, the study was commissioned to dis-
over if youths were completing vocational training and find-
ng jobs through Job Corps. Participants were typically aged
6 to 24, economically and educationally disadvantaged, and

iving in a disruptive home environment. Disadvantaged
outh face barriers to employment such as the lack of a high-
chool diploma and of basic skills, dependence upon public
ssistance, and limited proficiency in English. A large num-

recreational activities. Social skills training 
gram that offers instruction in 50 areas incl
on teamwork, asking questions, dealing with
embarrassment, and arriving on time for app

Programs are taught by centre staff, 
tors, or instructors under contract with nati
business organizations. Training programs 
open-ended, and self-paced. Students typica
the program an average of 8 months but som
for as long as two years.
ngs of about $6,600.100 Nor did achievement of high-school
raduation or GED increase for those who entered the pro-
ram as high-school dropouts; AFDC benefits were un-
hanged at about $150 and Food-Stamps payments remained
t about $400 per youth in the experimental group (Orr et al.
996: 129–30).

Despite a large expenditure for enhanced services and
ncreased activity levels, this program delivered no positive
utcomes. Nevertheless, a total of $2.3 million was spent

see table 10).101

ob Corps

bjective and target group
ob Corps was established in 1964 to address the barriers to
mployment facing severely disadvantaged youth (see Gov-
rnment Accounting Office (GAO), HEHS 1995). It remains in
peration and was evaluated in 1993 to determine its effec-

Description
The program employed a comprehensive a
supplied primarily in a residential setting. Job
funds directly to public, private, and nonprof
to operate local centres. In 1993, there were
cated throughout the United States and supp
63,000 youths.102 Private corporations and n
zations, often selected through a competiti
process, operated 81 centres. The departmen
and of the Interior operated 30 centres (“civili
centres”) directly. Although other federal tra
such as the JTPA have been delegated to stat
Job Corps remains a federally operated progr

Job Corps provides basic education, 
training (in business occupations, automot
struction trades and health occupations), 
struction, counseling for personal problem
alcohol and drug abuse, health care, room 



for two months or less.
 because they quit (45
r were laid off (13 per-

 of the program’s $933
ries, equipment, mainte-
3). The remaining quarter
 payments; contracts for

 services, contracts with
 construction, rehabilita-
rticipant103 was $15,300
pleter were $26,219 and
arison, a similar program
n JTPA costs $3,700.
ance by the participants
, several other concerns
rogram.

es caused evaluators to
Corps placements (GAO/
ercent of placements ap-
ployers had no record of
ever showed up for work,
n employment agency or
of work. An additional 10
t even be located.

about one-third of Job
ithout full and open com-
onable whether students
aining provided by them
ly three percent of job
percent found employment related to their training, while
only 2.8 percent of those who did not complete training
(“non-completers”) did so (GAO/HEHS 1995: 12–13). Average
wages for training-related jobs were $6.60 per hour com-
pared to $5.28 per hour for other jobs (GAO/HEHS 1995: 13).
Most work obtained by non-completers were in low-skilled
positions: fast-food workers, cashiers, labourers or janitors. A
survey of 6 centres found that half of the jobs obtained by
those who had gone through the program were low-skilled
and unrelated to the training provided. Only 37 percent of
completers found training-related employment, while 7 per-
cent of non-completers did so (GAO/HEHS 1995: 12).

Students who obtained jobs upon leaving Job Corps
tended not to remain with their first employers very long—

(1) Certain administrative practic
question the validity of Job 
HEHS 1995: 16–17). About 10 p
peared to be invalid: either em
hiring the students, students n
or students were placed with a
JTPA training program instead 
percent of companies could no

(2) National contractors receive 
Corps training expenditures w
petition. However, it is questi
benefit from the vocational tr
(GAO/HEHS 1995: 17–19). On
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Allowance and incentive payments are utilized to en-
courage performance. Students receive a base allowance of
$50 per month, increased to $80 per month after 6 months
(GAO/HEHS 1995: 7). Bimonthly performance evaluations with
exceptional ratings allowed students to earn bonuses ranging
from $25 to $80. Graduating from high school, receiving GED,
completing vocational training, or getting a job earned a $250
bonus for each achievement. Student finding a job that was re-
lated to their vocational training received an additional $100.

Despite this elaborate incentive structure, 64 percent
of students left the program without completing even the
vocational training (GAO/HEHS 1995: 10–11).

Results
Nationally, 59 percent of the 63,000 youths who left the pro-
gram in 1993 found jobs but only about 14 percent found jobs
related to the training they had received (GAO/HEHS 1995:
10). Of those who completed training (“completers”), 11.4

about one-half of students worked 
Students were no longer employed
percent), were fired (22 percent), o
cent) (GAO/HEHS 1995: 16).

In 1993, about three-quarters
million budget was spent on staff sala
nance, and utilities (GAO/HEHS 1995: 
was spent on student allowances and
outreach, screening, and placement
national training providers, facilities
tion, and acquisition. The cost per pa
(GAO/HEHS 1995: 7). Costs per com
per non-completer, $7,803. By comp
for this target group (aged 16 to 22) i

Apart from lacklustre perform
and relatively high associated costs
call into question the value of this p
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placements come through national contractors where-
as the largest number—48 percent—are through the

m
b
t
c

Summary

vels of education and skills are common among partic-
, with 48.4 percent or more having failed to graduate
high school. Programs designed for disadvantaged
also fail to achieve their goals. JTPA registered no pos-
utcome for earnings, no reduction in Food Stamps or
payments, and no educational achievement for male
. The only positive outcome was a 7.7 percent in-
 in high-school graduation or GED receipt by female
who had dropped out of school and were entering the
m for the first time. These programs have virtually no
e effect on the economic prospects of participants. Al-
 Job Corps was not evaluated with perfomance mea-
it is notable that 64 percent of students left the
m without completing even the mandatory vocational
g. The public costs ranged from US$2,717 to
,300 per participant or US$2.3 million to US$993 mil-
r the programs.
student’s own initiative, family or friends. In data from
the 6 centres, national contractors accounted for only
one percent of placements. Furthermore, they continue
to provide training primarily in a declining occupational
category—construction trades—which represents only
4 percent of the job market.

(3) Most centres spend up to 50 percent on students who
do not complete vocational training. In the survey of
the 6 centres, about 40 percent of funds, $19 million,
were spent on non-completers (GAO/HEHS 1995: 14).

Job Corps is the most expensive federal youth employ-
ent and training program, with current appropriations of $1
illion. Despite these serious problems and poor outcomes,
he administration plans to expand the program from 111
entres to 161 and increase student capacity by 50 percent.

Low le
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AFDC 
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1996) are more success-
 welfare recipients at
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e scope of the present
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arch.104

ducing dependence ad-
rnment-sponsored train-
s taking a human capital
 anything—that can be
g the first 12 years of
the employment oppor-
asic education and skills.
n in the short run for

 long-term solution is to
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Proponents who seek to reduce poverty accept that
ork is better than welfare but argue that welfare recipi-
ts want to work but lack the relevant education and skills
 get jobs that will ensure self-sufficiency. The programs
tailed in the section above are based upon this first ap-
oach. The evidence, however, shows that massive invest-
ents in intensive education and training do not yield self-
fficiency or good incomes.

Proponents who seek to reduce dependence argue
at welfare recipients are unwilling to work, discouraged,
 have unrealistic expectations about their job prospects.
 such, they demand programs that set clear expectations
r welfare recipients, provide low-cost job search only, and
quire mandatory participation in job search or employ-

The long-term solution to re
dresses the central reason why gove
ing programs do not work. Program
focus fail because there is little—if
done to compensate for neglectin
schooling. It is difficult to improve 
tunities of those with low levels of b
While workfare may be the solutio
those already on social services, the
ensure that students acquire the ap
and education early in life.

Before examining this issue, 
to determine whether part of the p
quate investment by the private sec
ilure and its causes

is evidence from the United States has shown that govern-
ent-sponsored training programs have been a failure. Why
this so?

There is a fundamental dilemma in trying both to re-
ce poverty and to encourage self-sufficiency. If benefits

e high, it is less likely that recipients will want to work at
w-paying jobs. Further, the more that the recipients work
d earn, the less assistance they will receive, which like-

ise discourages employment. There is an inescapable
de-off and the debate about social policy has two sides:
e side argues that welfare-to-work initiatives should be
cused upon reducing poverty and the other, that they
ould be focused upon reducing dependence (Gueron
90: 79–98). 

ment. For the unemployable, long-
and those who are otherwise unab
nents of reduced dependence advoc
program providing skills for an eve
workforce (although this may occur
means by which grant recipients can
community in exchange for the supp
research suggests that private-sect
grams (e.g., America Works; see Nye 
ful at finding work for long-time
substantially lower costs than gover
ing programs. Although outside th
study, workfare programs and priv
grams certainly warrant further rese
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Education and Training Survey (AETS), found tha
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Conversely, those who are less educated, older, or re-
ceiving lower earnings are perceived to possess insufficient
literacy and numeracy skills to benefit from intensive train-
ing. A younger employee with more education, therefore, is
considered more easily trainable and promotable. As em-
ployees are promoted, their earnings increase and they re-
quire more training to perform effectively in the higher
position. Individuals with low education do not have the
same opportunities for advancement and hence do not typi-
cally receive the higher earnings and additional training that
are associated with mobility. 

Given the weight of this evidence, it seems reasonable
to conclude that, if there is a crisis of undertraining, it is pri-
marily—if not solely—the undertraining of those who have
low skill levels and low educational attainment. Since it has
already been demonstrated that government-sponsored
training programs fail to improve the education and skills of
disadvantaged workers, the problem and the solution must
lie with the public school system.
ondary education, is employed full-time in either profession

al or technical occupations, and has a relatively high income
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both employers and employees, however, benefit from Cana
da’s extensively subsidized education system. While figures
from the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Devel
opment (OECD) show that some nations have a higher inci
dence of employer training, Canada has the highest
incidence of post-secondary enrollment (76 percent).107 Sub
sidies encourage enrollment; an additional 18 percent of em
ployees took formal courses on their own initiative without
employer support. Thus, in all, 44 percent of employees re
ceived some formal or on-the-job training. Furthermore, em
ployees do not perceive that they suffer from a serious
training accessibility problem. In fact, 62 percent of employ
ees felt training provided by their employers was adequate.

Several results consistently emerge in these studies
Formal training is primarily undertaken by large firms: the
larger the firm, the greater the investment in training. The
level of training provided varies with the perceived need for
training. The typical recipient of formal training has post-sec
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skill requirements resulting in a more sophistica
of literacy,108 and it appears that Canadian litera
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 students who drop out
literate. What is more
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 of those who graduate
niversity graduates are
 73). There is something
ion system that simply
 proper instruction or
n system is failing.
United States have very similar distribution patterns: 16.6
percent of Canadian respondents have the Level 1 prose
skills compared to 20.7 percent of American respondents;
18.2 percent of Canadian respondents had Level 1 document
skills compared to 23.7 percent of American respondents;
and 16.9 percent of Canadian respondents had Level 1 quan-
titative skills compared to 21.0 percent of American respon-
dents (OECD 1995a: 57).

For the purposes of our study, a person having only
Level 1 literacy will be considered functionally illiterate.109 If
literacy did not have any consequences, this distinction
would not be necessary. However, there are broad economic
consequences associated with low levels of literacy. Consid-
er some statistics for Canada.

any adult education in 1993, c
cent of those with the 
(OECD1995a: 69).

Literacy, therefore, is a rec
skill. However, 23.3 percent of the
of high school are functionally il
shocking is that, in Canada, 10.5 per
uate from high school, 4.2 percent
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The IALS employs a sophisticated methodology for
determining the skill levels of a population, testing the in-
formation-processing skills between the reading material
and the tasks to be performed based on those materials.
Results are reported on a 5-level scale of proficiency. A
three-category approach is used to evaluate survey respon-
dents on prose skills (reading comprehension), document
skills (understanding graphs, charts, maps, forms, and tab-
ular data), and quantitative skills (proficiency in arithmetic
operations).

The IALS does not establish at which level a respon-
dent can be considered illiterate. However, since the levels
reflect empirically determined information-processing skills,
it is possible to make reasonable assumptions. The least de-
manding level of skill attainment is Level 1 (out of 5). At this
level, only very simple operations must be performed and re-
spondents have considerable difficulty performing more
challenging tasks. The results show that Canada and the

(1) Literacy and employment are
with low literacy levels are m
ployed or outside the workfo
cent of those at Level 1 repo
compared to only 2.6 percen
literacy level.110 

(2) Since literacy is connected wi
wise tied to income. Of tho
51.7 percent had no income a
those with Level 1 literacy ha
low income,111 compared to
el of literacy, of whom only 2
ther no income or low incom

(3) The IALS also suggests that t
centrated on individuals with
19.3 percent of those with L
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ing ever increasing amounts of tax money into education, in
absolute and per-student terms (see figures 1 and 2). After
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t is estimated that between 1990 and 2000, 64.5 percent of
ll new jobs created will require a minimum of 12 years of
chooling. In 1986, only 53.5 percent of new jobs had such
equirements (OECD1995a: 1–2). The solution is to revitalize
he education system by demanding a high level of personal
nitiative. Youth must understand that there is little future in
he job market for those who lack the appropriate level of
kills or education.

Some critics suggest simply that more money should
e allocated to education. In fact, Canadians have been pour-

adjusting for inflation, between 1984 and 1991
creased 19.2 percent from $28.7 billion to $34
Per-student expenditures had increased from $6
to $6,969 by 1991.113 However, this increase i
not reflected strongly in student to educator 
were 18.18 students per educator in 1987, a fig
creased only marginally to 17.30 students per
1991 (see figure 3).114 Part of the problem is th
funding is directed less to students and more to
tors and salaries. Canada’s school crisis is not o
cient per-pupil expenditures. Rather, the crisis i
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structure of the public school system, which is organized on
a bureaucratic and monopolistic model. Monopoly teachers’
unions benefit teachers, not students, and funding is lost as
it attempts to reach students through layers of administra-
tion. Moreover, not all the education and skills training pro-
vided is useful to students.

Literacy “is a relative concept that can be given mean-
ing only in relation to the demands of the economy and soci-
ety” (Statistics Canada 1996b: 24). Proficiency in reading,
writing, comprehension, logical thinking, math, and science is
the foundation that will enable students to continue to ac-

quire knowledge about rapidly deve
public schools, however, are failing to
Further, to garner international adva
have skills that are scarce relative to t
in obsolete skills and occupations, t
small, if any, contribution to growth. 
should be based on market requirem
the leading edge of technological de
to innovate, schools need to be able
thing bureaucratic operations are no

A possible solution: 
vouchers and charter schools

Schools must be given the freedom
system that allocates funds directly 
age the proliferation of charter sch

Figure 3 Ratio of students to educators
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sults (Boaz and Barrett 1996). In the 1994/95 school year, the
national average for school costs per pupil in the public
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order to survive. There is a need for more market mecha-
nisms in education, that will result in greater choice, lower

 intervening
pped out of
 cannot read
nd creatively
entury. Sim-
nstilled at a
 since some
ears, On the
nd and mo-

lly, indepen-
e of lifelong
have a prop-
ing an able
hanging the
 demanding

, the current
l spending,
 a result, of-
ing later on.
itrary hands
ck into the
 institutions
tudents and
ccounts (ESAs), in which unspent subsidies and other per-
onal contributions could be accumulated to pay for post-
econdary education or for career changes and retraining
n the future (Hood 1996). Such instruments would give

ore choice to individuals in choosing how to educate
heir children. The increased demand on parents to take a
ore active role in the education of their children would

lso facilitate the creation of a culture of lifelong learning.
In one very important respect, the market for educa-

ion would be identical to the market for any other good: ed-
cational entrepreneurs would have to satisfy customers in

incentives facing the public school system and
better performance.

Despite billions of tax dollars in funding
education system is floundering. Public schoo
while sizeable, is not targeted effectively and, as
ten fails to prepare youth to benefit from train
The key is to take decision-making out of the arb
of government administrators and place it ba
hands of individuals. Doing so will ensure that
remain responsive to the needs of parents and s
the requirements of a global economy.
chool system were (US)$6,857. The average cost of tuition
er pupil in private schools, by contrast, was only

US)$3,116, less than half the public school costs.115 While
here were deviations among cities, the authors found that
7 percent of all private elementary and secondary schools
urveyed charge (US)$2,500 or less for tuition. The authors
onclude that a voucher system that provides (US)$3,000 per
tudent, per year would trigger a revolution in education as
chools are forced to compete, innovate, and grow.

There is considerable value in offering different
chools for children with differing requirements and both
tudents and parents would be the beneficiaries of open
ompetition. In a market structure, teachers and principals
ill be rewarded with more students and higher incomes

or success in educating students and will suffer the reverse
f they fail to produce successful students. With a voucher
ystem, parents could choose from a variety of schools,
oth public and private. A complementary program would
llow individuals to establish tax-free Educational Savings

costs, and better results.

Conclusion

In the final analysis, the evidence suggests that
in the later stages—i.e., after the child has dro
school—is not a successful strategy. A child who
and write, add and subtract, or think logically a
will not be able to compete in the twenty-first c
ilarly, if an desire to continue learning is not i
young age, early proficiency will erode over time
skills deteriorate if not used in post-schooling y
other hand, for those with the proper backgrou
tivation, some skills can be acquired informa
dently of structured training. Creating a cultur
learning is not easy, but ensuring that students 
er educational foundation is pivotal to develop
workforce. Therefore, the place to begin is by c
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• concluding 
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the evaluations whether any ap-
 successful in helping disadvan-
outh attain self-sufficiency.

ion of, evaluative studies

evant, high-quality studies of wel-
dults and youth. We used the fol-

ing those to be used in this study.

(5) One study (JTPA study) examined results u
earnings, AFDC receipt, Food Stamps rec
high-school accreditation of disadvantaged a
youth.

(6) The effects of the programs on participants w
sured by comparison with a control group
participants.

(Job Corps was examined as a case study of an a
youth program, although it did not meet the above c
Methodology of this study

 review and analysis of the results
an programs that had the object
ecipients achieve economic inde-
ave taken the approach of exam-
 examine if consistent results

signed to examine a broad range
ee if any program design used by
essful.116

anism consisted of three steps:
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rous evaluations had been per-
ble results
rities and differences among pro-

(1) The results of the program evaluations were
after the passage of the Family Support Act 

(2) The study had to be testing, at least in part, 
of welfare-to-work initiatives on adult or yo
recipients.

(3) Education or training figured prominently a
ponent in the design of the programs t
evaluated.

(4) For adults, the study measured earnings,
ment, AFDC benefits, and AFDC receipt.
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• adequacy of sample size
• standardization of data collection procedures
• appropriateness of the measures used to examine

effects
• adequacy of the statistical or other methods used

to ensure validity
• presence and appropriateness of the methods used

to analyze the statistical significance of outcomes.

Results of the quality review
Most of the 8 programs had well-designed experimental
evaluations. All used comparison groups formed by random
assignment and all passed the quality test. There were,
however, problems in many cases with the implementation
and execution (these were discussed in the description of

tors. The results from the control gro
change, experimental results, and comp
ported. The impacts are statistically sig
cent, 5 percent, or 10 percent level, whi
in the notes. The programs analyzed
“Poor Single Parents” are Florida Projec
Ohio JOBS, Baltimore Options, Californi
Independence (GAIN), Riverside (GAIN) a
tion Work Initiative Model (SWIM). In 
vantaged Adults,” we analyzed Californi
Independence (GAIN), Riverside GAIN, 
Work Initiative Model (SWIM), Ohio W
Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA) for b
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we analyzed JTPA for female and male y
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We reviewed the bibliographies of research studies
and publication catalogues of prominent organizations who
have performed program evaluations—Manpower Demon-
stration Research Corporation, Abt Associates, United
States Department of Labour, United States General Ac-
counting Office—as well as evaluation studies published in
economic journals.

Apart from Job Corps, we were able to identify 8 dif-
ferent programs from across the United States. We explicitly
excluded programs for young single mothers and other initi-
atives targeted primarily at youths who were not dropouts
but at risk of leaving school without graduating.

After identifying the 8 programs that met our selec-
tion criteria, we assessed the quality of each study to ensure
its reliability. We used the following six criteria reflecting the
rigour, consistency, and reliability of each study:

• similarity of the comparison group to the program
recipients

each program) and these problems sho
when interpreting results.

Synthesis of the results of progr

We focused on the program effects that
self-sufficiency including earnings, emp
public assistance. Other interesting ou
in the discussion of each program. For 
port the objective, profile the target g
gram design, and examine the costs an
control and experimental group memb
ed the likelihood that the results were
chance by using standard tests of stat
the 1 percent, 5 percent, and 10 percen
This study, therefore, evaluates the suc
programs vis-à-vis the goals set by the
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1 For an overview, see Holmes 1996: 67–84. It must be kept in mind that estimates, while illustrative, are oft
on limited information.

2 Whether continued funding for post-secondary education is desirable is a matter open to some debate. The
son to believe that funding for post-secondary education is not a good government investment. See Consta
West 1991: 127–38.

3 Constantos and West 1991: 132. Assuming no adjustment for ability and no deadweight costs due to taxati
figures increase to 18.41 percent and 13.13 percent for primary and secondary respectively.

4 Lafleur 1992: 10–15. Results have been inflated to 1996 dollars from 1980 dollar values of $129,000 for a
$107,000 for a woman.

5 JTPA, Title II is a specific section of the Act that serves the disadvantaged.
6 It should be noted that the programs overlap: some JOBS training takes place in the JTPA program.
7 A recent series of experiments in several states found positive results, including that Job Search Assistance w

effective the earlier workers were reached. For an overview of results, see Meyer 1992. Client assessment and
and Job Search Assistance were mandated for all state UI programs in the Extended Unemployment Comp
Legislation (1993).

8 Operated in both Washington and Massachusetts. However, self-employment schemes are typically attempte
ter educated, older, white-collar workers: only 2 percent to 5 percent of Unemployment Insurance recipients
to enter these programs. See Benus 1993.

9 This program pays a bonus to an unemployed worker who finds work before exhausting benefits. However,
gram could provide the incentive for “gaming” the system, drawing in those who expect rapid re-employm
would otherwise not apply in the absence of this incentive. See Decker and O’Leary 1992.

10 Evaluations employing an experimental design in which participants are randomly assigned to either an exp
group or a control group, so that differential outcomes can be evaluated are generally considered to be the most

11 Barsby 1972 provides a detailed cost-benefit analysis of several manpower training programs in operation thr
1960s.
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12 Young single mothers (aged 16 to 21) are a special target group due to the likelihood that the
high school or go on to pursue higher education. One program, Ohio’s Learning, Earning and Par
undergoing evaluation; preliminary results are not promising. See Long, Gueron, Wood, Fisher,

13 Formerly Aid to Dependent Children (ADC).
14 Both caseworkers and clients generally viewed these assignments more as fulfilling an oblig

grants than as opportunities to develop new skills . . . tended to be poorly monitored and w
tendance.” Fein et al. 1994: 102.

15 Typical reasons for exemption include an age of 60 or over, working 30 or more hours per we
second or third trimester of pregnancy, permanently ill or incapacitated, or required in home
mentally impaired family member.

16 Kemple et al. 1995. Annualized earnings are based on 2 year earnings of $5,539.
17 Kemple et al. 1995: 76. Based on the difference between total gross cost per experimental 

total gross cost per control ($1,074).
18 Kemple et al. 1995: 94. Level of significance 1 percent.
19 Kemple et al. 1995. Level of significance 10 percent. Annualized earnings based on 2 year ear

differential based on difference of $277 over 104 weeks.
20 Kemple et al. 1995. Level of significance 5 percent. Reported results differ due to rounding.
21 Kemple et al. 1995. Level of significance 1 percent. Weekly differential based on difference of
22 Kemple et al. 1995: 75. This figure was composed of ABE and GED (9.8 percent of funds); ESL 

Training or Post-Secondary Education (44.8 percent).
23 Kemple et al. 1995: 76. Based on the product of total gross cost ($1,962) per experimental par

of experimental participants (13,509).
24 Gueron and Pauly 1991: 256-7. Based on the difference between total gross cost ($1,050) per e

and total net cost per experimental ($953).
25 Gueron and Pauly 1991. Level of significance 1 percent. Weekly differential based on difference
26 Gueron and Pauly 1991: 256-7. Based on the product of total gross cost ($1,050) per experime

number of experimental participants (1,362).
27 Fein et al. 1994: 20. In Canada, anti-poverty activists use Statistics Canada Low Income Cut-

relative wealth, to determine the poverty line. In the United States, however, government age
method, which sets the poverty line at three times the cost of a nutritious “economy food pl

28 John Blomquist (Abt Associates), personal communication with M. Danielle Smith, December 
program costs ($2.3 million) divided by the number of experimental participants (3,400) for 
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control group cost is the difference between the gross total cost per experimental participant and the net total cost
per experimental participant ($418).
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hese figures
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0.2 percent).
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 156 weeks.

r 156 weeks.
r 156 weeks.

 the number

al / post-sec-

 is based on
29 Fein et al. 1994: 41. Annualized earnings are based on 18 month earnings of $1,307.
30 Blomquist, personal communication, 1996.
31 Fein et al. 1994:. 79. Level of significance 5 percent.
32 Fein et al. 1994. Level of significance 10 percent. Annualized earnings based on 18-month earnings of $1,

differential based on difference of $177 over 78 weeks. Level of significance 10 percent.
33 Blomquist, personal communication, 1996.
34 The program was established for AFDC recipients of both Family Group and Unemployed Parent classes. T

consider only the impacts on single-parent families; AFDC-Unemployed Parent experimental participants disc
35 Riccio, Friedlander, and Freedman 1994: 45. Basic education includes ABE/GED (42.4 percent) and ESL (1
36 In practice, many recipients left AFDC before the sanction took effect.
37 Riccio et al. 1994: 90. The breakdown of spending is ABE/GED (21.8 percent); ESL (7.6 percent); vocation

ondary (32.9 percent).
38 Riccio et al. 1994: 94. Does not sum due to rounding.
39 Riccio et al. 1994: 122. Annualized earnings are based on 3 year earnings of $7,781.
40 Riccio et al. 1994. Level of significance 1 percent. Weekly differential based on difference of $1,414 over
41 Riccio et al. 1994. Level of significance 1 percent.
42 Riccio et al. 1994: 127. Based on an average of the 6 counties.
43 Riccio et al. 1994: 153. Level of significance 5 percent. Weekly differential based on difference of $87 ove
44 Riccio et al. 1994: 122. Level of significance 1 percent. Weekly differential based on difference of $961 ove
45 Riccio et al. 1994. Level of significance 1 percent.
46 Riccio et al. 1994: 93–4. Based on the product of total gross cost ($4,895) per experimental participant and

of experimental participants (17,852).
47 Riccio et al. 1994: 45. Basic education includes ABE/GED (30.8 percent) and ESL (9.8 percent).
48 Riccio et al. 1994: 86. The breakdown of spending is ABE/GED (14.6 percent); ESL (5.3 percent); vocation

ondary (26.2 percent).
49 Riccio et al. 1994: 120. Annualized earnings are based on 3 year earnings of $6,335.
50 Level of significance 1 percent.
51 Riccio et al. 1994: 120. Annualized earnings are based on 3 year earnings of $9,448. Weekly differential

difference of $3,113 over 156 weeks.
52 Riccio et al. 1994: 120. Level of significance 1 percent.
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53 Riccio et al. 1994: 120. Level of significance 1 percent. Weekly differential is based on difference o
54 Riccio et al. 1994: 120. Level of significance 1 percent. Weekly differential is based on difference
55 Riccio et al. 1994: 93. Based on the product of total gross cost per experimental participant (

of experimental participants (4,568).
56 Gueron and Pauly 1991: 256–7. Based on the difference between total gross cost per experime

and total net cost per experimental ($919).
57 Friedlander and Burtless 1995: 154-5. Level of significance 1 percent. Weekly differential based

over 5.25 years, or 273 weeks.
58 Friedlander and Burtless 1995: 109–10. Level of significance 5 percent. Weekly differential bas

over 52 weeks.
59  Gueron and Pauly 1991: 256–7. Based on the product of total gross cost per experimental 

the number of experimental participants (1,605).
60 Riccio et al. 1994: 41. Basic education includes ABE/GED (18.8 percent) and ESL (16.7 percen
61 Riccio et al. 1994: 204. Annualized earnings are based on 3 year earnings of $9,045.
62 Riccio et al. 1994: 204. Level of significance 1 percent. Weekly differential based on difference of
63 Riccio et al. 1994: 228–9. Level of significance 1 percent. Weekly differential based on difference
64 Riccio et al. 1994: 204. Level of significance 1 percent. Annualized earnings are based on 3 y

Weekly differential is based on difference of $1,111 over 156 weeks.
65 Riccio et al. 1994: 204. Level of significance 1 percent.
66 Riccio et al. 1994:103–4. Based on the product of total gross cost per experimental participan

ber of experimental participants (7,039).
67 Riccio et al. 1994: 202. Annualized earnings are based on 3 year earnings of $10,036.
68 Riccio et al. 1994: 202. Level of signficance 5 percent. Annualized earnings are based on 3 ye

Weekly differential is based on difference of $1,506 over 156 weeks.
69 Riccio et al. 1994: 202. Level of significance 1 percent.
70 Riccio et al. 1994: 202. Level of significance 1 percent. Weekly differential is based on differ

weeks.
71 Riccio et al. 1994: 228. Level of significance 1 percent. Weekly differential is based on difference
72 Riccio et al. 1994: 228. Difference of 2.5 percentage point has level of significance of 10 perc
73 Riccio et al. 1994: 103. Based on the product of total gross cost per experimental participant (

of experimental participants (1,666).
74 Friedlander and Hamilton 1993: 46. Annualized earnings are based on 5 year earnings of $21
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75 Friedlander and Hamilton 1993: 45. Annualized earnings are based on 5 year earnings of $22,878. Weekly differential
is based on difference of $1,060 over 260 weeks.
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ntly.
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76 Friedlander and Hamilton 1993: 45. Level of significance 10 percent.
77 Friedlander and Hamilton 1993: 46. Level of significance 5 percent. Weekly differential is based on differen

over 260 weeks.
78  Gueron and Pauly 1991: 256–7. Based on the product of total gross cost per experimental participant 

the number of experimental participants (686).
79 Blomquist, personal communication, 1996. Evaluators did not have total cost per experimental participa

costs so this figure had to be calculated using the following method. Since funding and participation d
the course of the demonstration, each of the three cohorts was allocated a percentage of the total expen
on participation. Assuming that the greatest budget expenditure went to those who participated in progra
total participation was 7,191 individuals: 3,184 (cohort 1); 1,542 (cohort 2); 2,465 (cohort 3). Based on t
pation rates, costs were assigned on a percentage basis: 44.3 percent (1), 21.4 percent (2), 34.3 percen
sulting allocation was then divided by the total number of all clients assigned to that cohort, yielding e
costs of $1,256 (1), $912 (2), $693 (3). With net costs per experimental participant reported to be $1,02
1 the cost per control was calculated at $231.

80 Blomquist, personal communication, 1996.
81 Fein et al. 1994: 52. Level of significance 1 percent.
82  Blomquist, personal communication, 1996.
83 Orr et al. 1996: 26. The 16 SDA were located in the following states: Indiana, Georgia, Texas, Mississippi, R

Missouri, New Jersey, Ohio, California, Nebraska, Colorado, Florida, Minnesota, Montana, Illinois, and Io
84 These figures are consistent with 1993 annual costs of $1.7 billion spent on about 550,000 new participan

training costs per adult JTPA trainee are $3,300. From United States Department of Labour, Employment 
Administration, December 1995, personal communication.

85 Orr et al. 1996: 103. Annualized earnings are based on 2.5-year earnings of $12,241.
86 Orr et al. 1996: 103. Level of significance 1 percent. Weekly differential is based on difference of $1,176 over
87 Orr et al. 1996: 103 Annualized earnings are based on 2.5-year earnings of $13,417.
88 Orr et al. 1996: 111. Level of significance 5 percent.
89 “Program decay” occurs when the results of experimental and control group members converge over tim

that initial impacts fail to take hold and modify the behaviour of the experimental participants permane
90 Orr et al. 1996: 78, 97. Based on the product of total gross cost per experimental participant ($2,147) and

of experimental participants (4,088).
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91 Orr et al. 1996: 103. Annualized earnings are based on 2.5-year earnings of $18,496.
92 Orr et al. 1996: 103. Level of significance 10 percent. Annualized earnings are based on 2.5-y

Weekly differential is based on difference of $978 over 130 weeks.
93 Orr et al. 1996: 112. Level of significance 5 percent.
94 Orr et al. 1996: 78, 97. Based on the product of total gross cost per experimental participant (

of experimental participants (3,399).
95 Orr et al. 1996: 121. Annualized earnings are based on 2.5-year earnings of $10,106.
96 Orr et al. 1996: 121. Annualized earnings for experimentals based on 2.5-year earnings of $1
97 Orr et al. 1996: 127. Level of significance 10 percent.
98 Orr et al. 1996: 78, 117. Based on the product of total gross cost per experimental ($2,717) a

imental participants (1,807).
99 Orr et al. 1996: 121. Annualized earnings for experimentals based on 2.5-year earnings of $1

100 Orr et al. 1996: 121. Annualized earnings for experimentals based on 2.5-year earnings of $1
101 Orr et al. 1996: 72, 117. Based on the product of total gross cost per experimental participant 

of experimental participants (1,121).
102 GAO/HEHS 1995: 3–6. Included Hawaii, Alaska, and Puerto Rico but not Delaware, Rhode Isla

Hampshire.
103 Includes those who left the program for any reason including dropping out, returning to sch
104 For a more complete treatment of “workfare” approaches, see Krashinsky 1995: 91–120.
105 Betcherman 1992: 25–33. Employers support training by providing direct in-house training

gram fees, granting educational leave, or providing for related costs such as books, transpor
106 Representative sample consists of 45,328 Canadians aged 15 and older. This survey employe

using focus groups, pilot tests, and direct responses from survey participants rather than prox
used in the article includes full-time employees aged 17 to 64 who have been with their emplo
Formal training is defined as either programs of education and training leading to credentializ
es, e.g., other workshops, seminars, and tutorials. See Kapsalis 1993: 3-11.

107 Baldwin and Johnson 1995: 3. The United States has similar results with 31 percent employer
post-secondary enrollment.

108 “Literacy,” as broadly defined by the International Adult Literacy Survey includes reading, w
math, and logical thinking skills. See OECD 1995a: 27–29.

109 This is a conservative evaluation. It is possible that Level 2 literacy may also be inadequate in in
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110 OECD 1995a: 61. Since the results among prose, document, and quantitative skills are very similar, adopting the con-
vention from the original report only the results for document skills are reported here for ease of exposition.

ital expendi-
nd fund-rais-
n of what a

 Work study,
111 Where “low income” is determined as the bottom first quintile in an individual nation.
112 Statistics Canada 1994. Figures quoted in 1996 dollars.
113 Statistics Canada 1994; Statistics Canada 1996b. Figures quoted in 1996 dollars.
114 Statistics Canada 1996c; Statistics Canada 1996b.
115 The authors are careful to note that both figures probably underestimate the total cost of education: cap

tures and pension liabilities are excluded from the discussion of public costs and private contributions a
ing activities are excluded from private costs. These points, however, are peripheral to the discussio
voucher would be able to buy.

116 The methodology for this study closely followed that of the General Accounting Office (GAO) Welfare to
with a few exceptions.
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